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and
TH3 PlAGu: Tiilo SUBJECT IN THii) OUhiilGULUL:

GHiiPTSxi I

7H3 IliDUSTHIAL HEVOLU^HOi; a JTACTOH IIJ CHSATIIIGr A IJSW ERA III

Cj'FIGE SQUIPHEiri: . m eomieotion with a New Srtt in Office

prj-ctice and the Place of This Subject in the Curriculu-ii it is

necessary first to get a back:grou.nd by recalling the history

of business and how it has evolved.

One of the powerful factors that subfued mediae vali sm and

helped greatly to evolve our modern life v^s that of business.

This factor became particularly effective in the thirteenth

century, when the so-called "third estate," made up largely of

merchants, bankiers, tradesmen, artisans, and craftsmen, became

a civilizing aristocracy and the toilinp peasantry.

(1) ?ror.i 1200 on there was a irest revivul of indiitry in

v/e stern Europe and by 1500 merchants eiA craftsmen, had won back

the place once held by merchants and c:L'Eftrmen in P.oman life and

trade. Italian pioneers devised a scheme of education, be-

low that of the nr i^^ersities (that included the beginning of our

modern bookkeeping theory) , which they claimed prepared youths

not only for an intellectual appreciation of the great and won-

derful past of 'vliich "^-hey were the descendents, but also for in-

telliprent service in the tv:o great nonchurch occupations of

Italy in the fifteenth century-public service for the City-State,

and commerce and a business life. This new type of educ:;.tion

spread to other lands.

fl) Cubberly. Sll?/ood P. The History of Education, p. 807,
iJew York: Houghton, Liifflin Go., 1020





Alongside the developruent of business, and as a part of

it, there arose another .jowerful civilizing agency, that of the

scientific methoa. The Revival of Learning, beginning signifi-

cantly with the tv/elf'ch century and extending through the fif-

teenth century, naturally stimulated a spirit of questioning

and criticizing - an intense passion to square, thinicing and

practice v/ith what v/ere the known facts, with the truth about

the natter, ;;ith scientific data or tested x.i.oy^ledge

.

It-v/as this scientific spirit that, among many other things,

lead to great geographical discoveries, incj.uding the finaing of

America; to the v/onderful development of our L]odern sciences;

and to the marvelous application of these sciences to business

enter jrises , i'his industrial or business revolution began in

earnest about the :;iiudle of the eighteenth century and has con-

tinued into our o\;n ti:;ies. In all the days from the time of the

Grusades to the end of the Napoleonic Vars the changes in living

effected v/ere less, both in scope and importance, than have taken

place in the century since Napoleon was sent to Saint lielena.

It may be "uell at this tii:e to survey the chan.^-in^^ conditions

Vi/hich demanded imperatively the various uevice^ v/.iich L-jood up

work in the modern office. 'To start at the beginning, we must

go as far back as 1760, the date of the tangible appearance of

that Liovement, the Industrial V:evolution, which so recast our

whole world of thought, actions, and institutions. Of the power

and sco-.e of the Revolution one ..riter says:

(1) '*The movement has done more than shov/er upon us a series

of inventions, or bless L.ankind v/ith a nev7 technique. Appearing

(1) The Office Appliance manual, p. 4, by V/illiam Henry

Leffingwell 1&26 Office Equipment Catalogue





gradually, and working indirectly as well as directly, it has
affected our whole world of thouijht, of actions, and of in-
stitutions; it has Liodified our econoiriics, our politics, our
ethics, and even our religion; it has changed in nature, num-
ber, and fonv: our baffling problems; it has v/ritten itself
large in our culture."

It is not my intention, nor is it necessary, to delve

further into the aspects of the Industrial Revolution than to

briefly recall soL^e of the facts which explain the necessity

of new methods. Right at this time, there appeared a new atti-

tude toward life and its probleras. Brash adventurers, roving

uncharted seas, had discovered new lands. Others, as bold, had

followed the lure of treasure and founded new colonies. Colo-

nial ventures led to the extension of the market and increase

in the size of the industrial unit, whicli in turn called for a

reorganization of the factory and the division of labor. Thus

was created a minute specialization which served both as an

incentive for the invention of new machines, and furnished an

opportunity for their use.

(1) Prior to the Industrial Revolution, most things v/ere

hand mciuG. The worker o\/ned his o\m tools, but often he did

not own the material on whicli he v;orked. Thus, certain features

of the factory system vvere evidenced years before the use of

pov/er machinery. In some cases, woriii^^en \/ere ei..^.j.oyea in large

nuiiibers in buildings owned by the employer, who also furnished

the inechanical equipment. I.:anufac turing was, however, combined

to a large extent v/ith agriculture.

Numerous r:iechanical inventions during the last half of the

eighteenth century swept av/ay inefficient methods.

^1) Office Apjjliance Llanual, p. 5.





Better roads, canals, and finally the steam looorriotive

answered the demand for better transport:i.t ion nade by increased

production. And because new machinery and methods \/ere applied

to transportation and communication, markets increased.

The railroad made modern business possible just as

much by its transportation of information as by its movement

of goods.
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CHAI^TER II

ONE OF THE FIRST iMCHIITES DEMANDLD BY BUSINESS. This period

of world civilization is frequently descrited as an ^'industrial"

or business age. Such is particularly xrue of our American

life.

(1) Two generations ago-whioh is less than overnight in

the calendar of social change-the United Staies was in 8 crude

state of shambling, sprawling iiru.iaturity ; engaged mostly in

farming, but playing with new mechanical toys-paia for by

money borrowed largely rrom the ola countries-and raaving all

sorts of hlz or miss experiments with new ways of doing things.

Today, because of a complete change Iil the material basis of

our existen<3e, we have become the most powerful nation on earth,

with a protective virility unknovm in history and with most of

the world in debt to us.

Aooording to the ITational .^ureau of Lconomic Research, the

1926 income of the 117,000,000 people of the United States was

190,000,000,000. This fabulous sum represents the highest

standard of economic prosperity ever achieved by any nation in

the history of the world. The sum of C90 ,00o ,000 ,000 is an in-

crease of 40 percent in our national income in the seven years

since 1919. It is an income (H) five times as great as England's,

nine times as great as Germany's, trirteen tin.es es great as

}?'rance, and twenty-two times as great as that of Italy. Those

who have thought America grew rich curing the war do not realize

(1) Clark, Evans. Vjhat Lies Ahead for America? The New
York Times Book Review, Sunday, Jecember 16, p. j.»

{'d.) Clark, Evans. America's prosperity Reaches New Heights.
The Lew York Times, Special features Section, Sunday, November
^7, 1927, p. 4.





that she has been grov/ing richer twice as fast since then.

Since the inco::^e of this coantry has increased 66 per-

cent, ^uring the same ti:..e that of ^.Ingland has gro.vn per-

cent, and that of France a little iiore than 1 percent, v/hile

the incoiiie of Italy has fallen off 23 percent and that of

Germany 30 percent.

11) We had engaged in our anazing American business of

I'i.Bo a total of -±4, 600,000 wage earners \vho had an average

inco...e of ^2010.

[2] The true center of life in the iiiOdern world is the

factory and business center. '.Vhen architecture, decoration,

and the v:Arious arts that v/ork together for city-building

have "joined hands with industry as is required by the nev/ con-

ditions of existence, there v;ill be no conflict between beauty

and labor. In fine, ino.ustry is in course of passing froi.i

the role of auxiliary to that of leader in civilization. This

is possible only by a great intellectual effort.

The last five decades have, beyond doubt, iieant more to

the ".7orld*s progress than any previous five centuries. The

introduction of nachinery has rniniuized manual labor; it has

raised the stanaard of living and substituted brains for

brav/n in the commercial activities of our time. The results

obtained from the use of machines have broken down the prej-

udice that met their substitution for human labor. Zven that

most formidable objective-- that their introduction would bring

about unemployment—has long since been exploded.

1,1) National jilducation .'association Research Bulletin Vol.

Y, No. 'i. The Advance of the -;u':iericun dchool oy^tem, p. £11.

[2) "Our New Industrial Civilization," The Literary uigest,





It is not so long ago that a business letter was a great

event. The head of tae firm dictated his communication to a

shorthand writer, who wrote the letter painstakingly with pen

and ink. Once inscribed, the letter was dependent upon messen-

gers or the slow, tedious mail-coaoh, or the faster, yet more

hazardous, pony express rider.

Like inventions in other lines, the first macnine for accom-

plishing office tasks came, not in response to a demand on the

part of lany, but in recognition of a need by a few.

(1) Thus it was that the first of the ever-growing office

appliances, the typewriter, came into being. It would seem that

printing, the most important single advance in the history of

civilization, should nave suggested the idea of a v/riting machine.

But more than 400 years elapsed after Gutenberg* s invention be-

fore the typewriter appeared. As far back as 1714, however, men

had the idea of a mechanical substitute for the pen.

In the records of the Britisn Patent Office we find that a

patent was granted by Her Majesty, Queen Anne, to Henry Mills an

English engineer, in 1714.

(£) Over a century later the Typographer of V7illiam Austin

Burt of Detroit produced good work, letters written upon it in

1850 being still eztant. Destroyed in the Patent Office fire of

1356, the original moael is forever lost, but duplicates have been

made by the grandson of the inventor. One of these is in

(1) Office Appliance ?-ianual p. o.

(2) Office Appliances, Twenty-Fifth Anniversary June IvEi.
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^-.'asliington, and the other in a lauseuiri in London, England.

Capital v/as lacking and the Tyro grapher v/us not built on a

coimiercial scale, the inventor having other interests.

After Burt carae Progin of Marseilles; Littledale of

England, and Leavitt, Beach, Foucauld, Eddy, L'arohesi, Hughes,

Jones, Thomas, Pratt, Cooper, Francis, Hall, House, Brooks,

and others, none of v/hoL: ever marketed their invention of the

practical typev/riter

.

In 1857 Christopher Latham Scholes, Samuel Y/. Soule, and

Carlos Glidden built the first model of the typev/riter v;hich

later becar^.e coiai.ierciilly successful. Both Soule and Scholes

viere printers; Glidden was engaged in the development of a

mechanical spader to take the place of the plow. Years before,

Scholes had been the first to address newspapers by printing

the subscribers' names on the margins. At the tine of the be-

ginning of the typewriter story he was working on a machine

for paging blank books.

Glidden one day asked why it would not be possible to

build a machine which would print letters and not figures only

as did the paging machine. The ansv/er to this question was an

attempt by Glidden, Scholes, and Soule to construct a device

which v/ould supplant slow Liethods of v/riting. rione of these

three men had heard of any previous attempt to build such a

machine

.

-.11 of them were inventive but not mechanical, so they en-

listed the services of i.atthias Schwalbach. It was a great day

v/hen the first machine w;is at last completed.





[1) Because of his fame as a suocesKful inventor even in

the late sixties and early seventies it v/us no ::Lore than natural

that the advioe of Thomas A jidison should be souf^ht by other

inventors. It is related that Scholes brought to ::r. i-idison

the wooden nodel of the type-writer, wnica would write, but the

alignment of the letters was ooor. Lir. Edison made one or two

of the maohines of metal and succeeded in getting the letters to

line up. He t7&s not enthusiastic over the idea of the typewriter,

however, believing that the machine would prove too slow for

practical purposes. In 1673 tnis machine was offered on the mar-

ket by the Remingtons, and was followed by other models from

year to year, showing many refinements.

Visibility of writing was a coveted goal fairly early in

typewriter history. There was, for instance, the Bar-Lock inven-

ted by Charles Spiro. Tnis gave full visibility proviaed tne

machine was at tne proper heignt and tne operator sat erect,

otherwise the upright semicircular nest of typebars interfered

witn vision. In the V/illiams machine, extensively soid in the

nineties, the paper came over the top of tue platen, leaving the

writing line and the line next above it fully visible. And so

on through many variations, until finally there came the Daugherty

machine, a true front - stroke visible writing typewriter witn a

fcyps-g^i'ie at the orinting point, and the '.Vagner, subsequently

the Underwood, in which the mechanism was advanced and refined to

(1) Office Appliances, June lbB9. Twenty-Fifth Anniversary

Published by tne Office Appliance Company. ?. EE, Eo.
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something not far from the ideal achieved by the typewriter

of the present. Since tnat ti^ie the Underwooa has taken on a

few refinements, but its basic principles have nad no need to

change

.

The Underwood Typewriter Company was organized and in 1B5&

brought out the machine. The influence of the new machine was

such that other typewriter manufacturers rapidly fell into line,

but it was not until 1904 or after, that the "last of the Mo-

hicans" gave up the struggle and adopted the new way.

No machine has exerted a greater influence upon commercial,

professional and social life than the typewriter. The printing

press with its movable types was epocnal. The production of

books and periodicals within the ability of everyone to procure

them liberated mankind from the slavery of ignorance and the

thrall of superstition. And the typewriter which did not come

upon the scene until centuries after the art of printing had

been given to the world, liberated millions from the drudgery of

handwriting, created a new occupation for women and did away

with many of the ancient, slow, and labor ^us processes of account-

ing and of manifolding letters and documents. The typev/riter

has become in truth "the little brother of the printing press,''

and the clicking of the keys is heara in every land.
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GHilPTER III

(1) BIRTH OF MEGHAKIGAL FIGURING. Ages ago Lian»s inventive genius

turned to \: .yc anu eans of saving head v/ork in the tedious

process of figuring. The ancient Arabs and Roiiians were just

as eager to find v/ays of saving tine and labor as are our in-

ventors today.

As trading and shopkeeping grew L.ore and i.iore complicated

sone lazy genius invented a v/ay to avoid keeping figures in

his head or having to scr-itch them on t;-^blets of clay. J!e in-

vented a board, covered v/ith dust, on v/hich he could trace

figures, dra^^v columns, and work with pebbles, j.robably he v/as

an ;-r;ib, as t .ii^ dust board was called the abacus, froi:. the

Arabian word "abaq" (pronounced abacue) meaning "dust". Jhe

blackboard of the modern schoolroom possibly is derived from

the old primitive dust board.

The early Greek banlcers and the early Romans made abacus

of stone with grooves in which small stones called "calculi''

mov^d up and down. Fro:.: their "calculi" \.e v^erive our word

"calculate".

The Chinese developed and even today, use the v/ooden

abacus as you ..ay see ia .xi.iost any Chinese la^nury. ihu pro-

prietor does his figuring on it and keeps his books with the

familiar ink brush,

IHven earlier than the abacus were the "sangi" or number

rods still used for computing by the ICoreans and Japanese.

(1) The Story of Figures published by Burrou.jhs Adding

llachine Company. Copyright I'i-SB p. 15-26.





These rods, thougii not used in the same way, are a remind-

er of the tally system in vogue in England from the time of

William the Conqueror to as late as Charles II. V/hen a man

owed money he would record the amount by cutting notches in a

stick: called a tally stick. He would give the stick to his

creditors.

Sometimes dishonest creditors would cut extra notches be-

fore they presented the tally stock for payment. So this

system was changed. After the notches were mtide the tally was

split down the middle. The notcnes on the creditor's half then

had to correspond to the notches on the debtor's half. Hence

the verb "to tally" ana its use in such examples as: "His

figures don't tally" and "Your iuea tallies v^ith mine".

Banks kept record of deposits by the tally system. Their

depositors held tally stocks corresponding to those in the

bank. From this came the modern word "stockholder".

Up to 1543, the British Government also kept records of

transactions by the tally system. After the system ceased, the

basement of the House of Commons remained cluttered with vast

accumulations of these dry sticks for nearly two centuries.

Finally it was decided to burn them. The stove became over-

heated and a fire ensued which burned down both the House of

Commons and the adjacent House of Loras.

V/ith the beginning of the sixteenth century, there began

to be some real advance in the art of calculating. Blaise Pascal,

born in Clermont-Ferrand, France, in IbtiS, was a matnematical

wizara. When other youngsters were amusing themselves at play,

he would be off in a corner working out a complicated problem
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in matnematics . Before he was out of srxort pants, he created

many theorems iaentical witii taose to be found in the first

book Oi Euclid. He did this entirely out of his o^n head with-

out any reference to books.

His mind early turned to devising a machine which would

do a problem in addition. At It he invented and built a com-

puting machine that served as a starting point for every later

development in mechanical calculation. This calculating ma-

chine gave results by the simple turning of a handle. He pre-

sented a model to the King and another to the Royal Chancellor,

However, in those days when each part had to be forged and

finished by hand, his cumberson and elaborate machine was too

expensive for common use.

Regardless of txiis, Pascal laid the foundation for adding

machines, v/hen you look at the automatic counter on a printing

press, the cyclometer on a bicycle, the speedometer on your

automobile, or the fare register in a street car, it should re-

mind you of Pascal. All these calculators are adapted from the

principle of Pascal *s macaine.





Another attempt at naking a machine to save the work of

figuring was made during the reign of Charles II in oingland.

Samuel ' orland was the inventive genius this time and he made

two different i-.iachines which he presented to his sovereign.

One of them he called "a new and most useful instrument for

addition and subtraction of pounds, shillings, pence, and

farthings \;ithout ch'^rging the memory, disturbing the mind or

exposing the operator to any uncertainty, which no method

heretofore published can justly pretend to". The other ma-

chine he called -^machina nova cyclologica pro mult iplicatone

or new multiplying machine".

I'he adding and subtracting machine was operated by turn-

ing wheels v/ith a stylus or stick pointed like a pencil.

This was inserted into holes punched undur the numbers en-

graved on the margin.

But despite " orland* s claims of not ''charging the memory"

neither of the machines hjd any mechanism to handle the "carry

forv7-.rd". If the oper-.tor added up a row of figures and the

total came to 7^, then the 7 had to be remembered and added

into the tens column by the operator.





L century elapsed before the next atteiupt to make an add-

ing machine. Then Charles Bahba^e, iiisc., M..-.., as he called

himself, nearly broke his he^.rt Iryiiir; to complete uis "engine

of differences" to be used mainly in astronomy and navig;^tion.

His machine v/as different froi; its ;^reiiecessor£:. , in that it

was de s i .:;;^nfc d to stamp a rocora oi' i Ls :.ori-: on plates of copper

or other suitable material.

Babba.'i-e is entitled to lasting;: farie b cau^e he n the

first to thin:: of a device that fulfilleu the prime conaition

of perforiiin its calculations and recording the result with-

out the 'Ossibilit^r of any human error creeoin^^ in.

Granteu i7,Juu pounus ^approximately ^85,uuU) by the ;;ov-

ernment to build his calculating machine, he Vvorked on it for

ten years. ..h^n it \va : only half m^'de he had used up this

grant and a large part of his ov;n iortunc.

Babbage^s old age vvas spent in ooverty v/ith only a pon-

derous mass of co^:^)le:^^ mechanisr. as lar e 5. barrel to show

for his_\/ork. ,/hen the {^o'/orniiient offered him this h;ilf fin-

ished machine as a recompense, he scornfully refuseci it. It

7/as ccepted hov/ever, by IZin^^s College and no\/ licr- i !'ln -^s

1 .'use urn.

Following Babbage, dozens of inventors, cranks and en-

thusiasts tried their '::nds at a computing machine. T''ost note-

worthy of these in hia^oric interest \/as Thomas de Golmar, an

iilsatian, ¥/ho built a machine in 1850. Ilis machine was opera-

ted by gear wheels and pinions tun ted by a crank. It v/as the

inspiration for many of the machines used by statisticians and

craftsmen today.





In passing;, mention should be raade of Joan T^iapier, a

clever Scot, who in the nineteenth century designed Napier's

Rod or Napier's Bones. This was somewhat lirie the ingenious

slide rule used today by arcnitects, engineers, ana artillery

officers to work out rapid calculations. It consisted of

strips of bone bearing numbers on tneir ed^es. These numbers

coula be brought together in a variety of combinations and the

answer to difficult sums read off at once. Napier narrowly

escaped burning for witchcraft on account of these bones.

Babbage built nls "engine of differences" for the naviga-

tor and astronomer. Yet, no one haa given a thought to tne

poor work-ridden bookkeeper, huncned over his ledgers.

It remained for V7illiam ^Jeward Burroughs, himself a book-

keeper, to invent ana build the first practical adding machine

for commercial use. His story is a dramatic one.

Born in Rochester, N.Y., January 28, 1858, of humble parent

age, he acquired his sole schooling in the elementary schools.

'Yhen E5 , he entered a bank in Auburn, N.Y. Analyzing his v;ork,

he found that about naif his time was taken in trying to guard

against error, hair of the remaining half in hunting for errors

made. It was ab^ut this time when he was making these analyses

that his health gave way, ana physicians said liis only cnance

to live was to change his occupation.

He went to St. Louis ano got work in a machine s.iop. Often

Lie worked far into tne night conceiving a machine that would re-

cord amounts on paper, that would ada these amounts just as re-

corded, without the slightest possibility of error, and would





carry a progressive total just as fast as tne amounts were

listed, so that on pressing a key at any time a correct total

would be printed instantly,

"Accuracj'- is truth filed to a sharp point", was Burrough's

motto. No ordinary materials v/ere good enough. His drawings

were made on metal plates that could not stretch or shrink by

the fraction of a hair. He worked with hardened tools ground

to a point and when he struck a center or drew a line he did

it under a microscope. His drawings, even judged by tne pre-

cision standards of today, are a marvel of accuracy.

One day Burroughs was sent to repair some mechanism in a

St, Louis dry goods nouse. His skill attracted a member of

the firm, who learned of his ambition. This man interested

others and obtained $700, for whicn Burroughs gave them 14

shares of stock in the comoany he proposed to organize. Other

money came in and Burroughs got room in the machine snop of

Joseph 3oyer in St, Louis, which did considerable experimental

work for inventors.

Every dollar that Burroughs could scrape together went

into his invention. He ezaibited his first machine publicly

in 1834, It formed the basis of nis fundamental patent issued

in 1888, It was the first ever granted for a key-set recording

and adding machine. The keyboard and adding mechanism remain

practically unchanged in the Burroughs macnine today.

The basic principle of Burroughs' machine was tne pivot.

Leading mechanical engineers still declare tnis principle to





be the soundebt ever adopted for the purpose.

Burrourhy built .;ith the iaea that his machine Liuct be

as independent as _^j0ssible of the huiaan agency. He evidently-

had in Liind the typist with her too-busy eraser, and uecidea

at the start to do av;ay with errors caused by accidently

striking the v/rong key.-.

One safeguard he threw around his luachine was the "locked

keyboard'', a ijiost ingenious idea which guarded against possi-

bility of the operator accidentally striking a wrong key after

setting up the aruount. The locked keyboara also made it possi-

ble for the operator to rec.d the amount set up on the keyboard

before print iJig it.

In one sense Burroughs machines v;ere perfect. They per-

formed excellently when operated by Burroughs himself, but

v/hen operated by others the result variad. The aifficulty was

that no two persons opera tea the machine in the same way. One

man would pull the lever slowly and evenly while another would

jerk it. ihe t.vo results v/ould be far apart. There were

bitter complaints froiu his associates.

Burroughs locked himself in his workshop. Through throe

days ana nights, he woriced unceaain jly, with scarcely a p.^use

for food or rest. -./hen at last he emerged he had worked out

a practical mechaniam which caused his mo^chine to function

unifori.ily re-ardleas of the inexperience, carelesanoi.:E , or

violence of the operator.

This device, Y/hich is no.; famous as the "Burroughs ..uto-

matic control", v/as applied to the machine and found _.;errc;ct.

Success follov;od right on the heels of failure. Burroughs





dashed the orit^inal fif-cy machines, which had proved failures,

out of the window.

The problem of the company now rested largely in market-

ing the machines to a skeptical public. Many men scoffed at

this "trick: mechanism"; few realized that this machine might

work wonders in their offices. It took years to convince the

general public of the machine *s commercial value. In the mean-

time, the machines were sold largely to banks.

3y 1895 the business had grown to a point which justified

moving to a new site in the St. Louis business district. Here

the "registering accountant", as it was called, grew into a

senblance or the Burroughs Adding and Listing Machine as it Is

today. The company outgrew these quarters and in lij04 moved

the entire plant to Detroit, where it laia tne foundation for

the Burroughs factory. This today is one of the mouel indus-

trial plants of this country and the largest; factory in the

world devoted to the manufacture of figuring equipment.

Unlike most inventors, William Sewara Burroughs lived to

see his dreams come true. Burroughs' first backer invested

$700 in the genius of a young, sick, and poor mechanic. Today

the puPlic appraises tne company, througn the value it places

on Burroughs stock, at |175,000 ,000. Now there are more than

400 Burroughs offices ana service stations in the United States

alone, and others in every civilized country in the world.

About tne same time that young Burroughs was laboring on

the calculating machine, another young man was also engaged on

a somewhat similar machine.
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(1) TIIE ROI^UITCE OF THE IvIAGARONI BOX: In the early 80 ' s

Dore E. Felt 77as operating a planer in a machine shop in

Chicago. As the cutting tool went "back and forth across the

wor-<, it turned a screw one or more notches, at the pleasure

of the operator. One day it occurea to tne young machinist

that this principle mi^nt be made to count for hin. He soon

became highly enthusiastic, and told a friend of his, an

electrical engineer, what he haa in mind. "Inside of ninety

days", asserted young Felt, "every office in the United States

will be doing its calculating by machinery."

Bent on achieving this glorious object, ne purchased a

wooden box at the corner grocery. It had once contained reels

of macaroni. Ke next bou^^ht some beef skewers at the butcher*s,

some elastic bands at the druggist's, and some staples at the

hardware store. He was noY^' all ready to take advantage of the

first holiday that came his way.

He xhad not long to wait. Shortly afterv/arcs God-fearing

people all over the land were offering Thanksgiving. Not so

Dore E. Felt. He was huddled over an infamous contraption

made of skewers, elastic bands, and wire staples - savorj^ odors

floating up, the while, from the boarding-house table. Tradition

has it that he forgot his dinner, but I am skeptical. He may

have. He workec nearly every evening, Christmas aay, all day

New Year's, ana a Sunday now ana then. At the end of the year,

the bookkeepers of the Unitea States were still doing their

work in the same grinalng, gruelling, late-to-supper fasnion.

(1) Excerpt from the World's Vrork for December I^^IS.
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The macaroni box Felt had counted on, would not count. lie

was up against the same problem that had got Napier a smashed

head and had brought poor Babbage in sorrov/ to the £;rave.

The next scene shows young Felt working on a model for

an automatic e3.evator door. The unfortunate macaroni box

had meanwhile been pushed under the work-table and was hiding

there in the guise of a footstool. At this time, llr, A. B.

Lawther, Felt^s employer began to take an interest in him.

when Felt had put the final touches on his safety device,

he took it to Ivlr. Lawther. The latter examined it, and found

that it worked very smoothly. "What else have you got?,-' he

said. "An adding machine," replied young Felt doubtfully,

"But it*s over to my room, and it won*t add. "Go get it," said

Lawther.

The macaroni box was brought to the office, and when it

was tried out it did add. IJir, Lawther furnished the money and

a place to work in the corner of his shop for Felt to make a

machine of metal. There for a year or more. Felt grappled with

difficulties that were almost inconceivable. Finally out of

the tangle all the nine hundred little parts got together and

agreed to work in harmony. Mr. Felt now began to set his traps

for the wary bookkeeper.

With joy in his heart and the first Comptometer under his

arm, he sallied forth to the conqviest. The first bookkeeper

squared off and saluted hin with a stony stare. "Y/hat do I

want of this thing?" he demanded. "I learned how to add when

I v/as five years old. Go *way--I*m busy. Five, seven, fif-

teen— thirty, thirty-six an' seven's forty-three. Four to





carry. Nine, thirteen," ad infinitum— sometimes ad midnight.

Such was the love for menial labor in those early days I Any-

way, it took Mr. Felt just two years, eleven months and six

days to sell the first hundred machines.

(1) In 1889, the first Comptometer was sold in France.

It was Ko. 34 of the first V/ooden Box Model and was purchased

by Philip Roux & Co., Paris.

In France, as elsewhere, bookkeepers looked upon mechan-

ical calculation as a reflection upon their skill and ability

as accountants. This attitude was, of course, a tacit ad-

mission of the utility of the Comptometer and, though it re-

tarded, it did not prevent its steady advancement.

Then came the Great TTar and with it the problem of how to

handle the burden of figure work laid down by those called to

the colors.

It was in that dramatic setting that the Comptometer

founa its opportunity. And it made good, for by its rapid fire

action it multiolied the power of the human unit, so that work

of two, and even three or four, was carried on by one.

Today the Comptometer is known and widely used not only

in Paris and provincial France, but also throughout the other

countries of Europe, by leading firms and corporations in

commerce, industry, and transportation, and in the accounting

work of Governmental Departments.

(1) Comptometer News, Felt & Tarrant Co., Chicago, 111.

P. 16.





CHAPTER IV

GHOTGL OF MAGHINT;s. At this point, it seems wise to deviate

a little from the aistory of office appliances and include

with the history something about the macnine itself. This

will be in general, a simple description of the machine,

specail work: for whicn that particular type is intended, and

its efficiency.

The very number and diversity of the devices for facili-

tating ev( ry office motion makes the collecting of information

about them a staggering task. Very little has been written on

the subject, and even statistical information from which to

make a complete tabulation is lacking.

Not until late years has the average business man been

canc-erned wit a using modern methods of saving hand labor, but

now that his eyes are open, it seems as though there was no

limit to the machines that he can ana does use. To anyone

who is not familiar with the way business is run today, it

certainly is a surprise to go into the busy hive of the modern

office, ana see how quickly and efficiently eacii class of work

is handled, and the almost human mechanism that does that work.

It would not be possible in this article to tell all that

is wonderful about the many machines, nor is there time to

take up every one and give even a simple description. There

are moreover, many machines fitted to do just a special work

for a particular business. The history and description of

such a machine would be of interest to very few. I am, there-

fore, choosing for this work, only those machines which are

found quite generally in the business offices and also those





which will be used more and more. In my choice, I have had

in mind the appliances which are best suited to be included

in the course in office practice in high schools and colleges.

Naturally the machines that the schools give instruction on,

are the ones for which business has demonstrated its need of

operators

.

The selection of the right machine is a bi^^; problem of

both the school and business. The office executive is con-

stantly on the lookout for devices which will save time and

money, and secure accuracy. He knows there are machines

which will do away with a great deal of the mental drudgery

that the day*s work demands, but he may not be v/holly famil-

iar v;ith their workings and application. Only after a

thorough investigation and actual test of the various appli-

ances will he be able to decide upon the machine which will

do his work most efficiently and economically.

Before he starts substituting mechanical methods for

laborious human methods, he must know about the different types,

their cost and adaptability to his work. This story of office

machines, I hope, may be an aid both to industry and schools

in determining what machines are best adapted to their needs.

(1) ADDING KIACHINLS SERVE Om PURPOSE; CALCULATING

IIACITINES ANOTHER. An adding - listing machine or a calcula-

ting machine usually means to the average person any machine

which may be used to add a column of figures. But, in truth,

all kinds of various types of figure work can be handled

mechanically. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

(1) Office Appliance Manual p. 57.
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division can be Toerfomed on an adding-lis ting machine or

a calcul-dting machine. The adding-list ing raachine prints

the iteins as it operates, v/hile the calculating machine in-

dicates then without printing.

Calculating machines are key-driven or cranic-ope rated.

'The adding-listing raachine is hand operated or motor-driven,

and, as already stated, prints a record of the items added.

3ach type has "been designed to do special v/ork; each has its

place in handling figure work and should not displace the

other.

• ',7hen records of figure v/ork are needed for checking and

proving the "work, for filing, or to make statements of accounts,

the adding-listing machine serves the purpose. On the other

hand, when rapi^i ac^dition, subtraction, . ulti .plication, and

division are to be performed without the need of a printed

record, the calculating machine fills the need quite satis-

factorily .

For convenience, figuring machines will be divided into

the foilo'.ving classification: aading-list ing machines will

come under adding machines, caiculatirx^_^ r.xi-cninuo bhao ...j not

print "..'ill be tai-cen up by themselves, and the -.dapt:'; tion of the

calculating machine for billing and bookkee^^ing will be t.-.ken

up later,

ll) The principle of operation on all the adding machines

is very similar, /addition is accomplished by putting amounts

into the machine in the marjier requirau. oy its p articular con-

struction. The ordinary method of subtraction is by the use

[1) :'\ G9-70
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of "complinentary" nuiibers. In sone instunces the co: .le-

:.:snts '^re indic^ited in small fi^ureG on the i:eys.

i.'^anuracturers h-ave perfected direot-Liu'btro o tion i.-ao.ii:xOo

and very soon the complementary method v/ill be entirely dis-

aaced by the direct nethod. -xt tho nresont time there are

on the market several machinec which ..crror-i sub tr:.G Gion by

the direct method, 'i'he Eimount to be subtracted is ^et up on

the heyboard in the caiue L.anner as for addition, and depression

of a siDCcial riey or lever causes that afiiount to be subtrac toi^i.

Adding machines equippea for bookkeeping work perform sub-

traction directly.

The principle of multiplication is simple the addition

of an amount as many times as that amount is to be multiplied.

The principle of division is that the divisor is re:)eat-

edly subtracted fro:., the aividena as many times as it is con-

tained in that dividend. The number of subtr^.c tions is auto-

matically registered upon countin:;, v;heelL . the quotient.

These four basic principles are at the bottom of tiie

operation of all modern adding; machines.

Generally speakin-,:^, all adding nocliines can he said to

be pov;er-driven, that is, the machine can be operatea by pull-

ing the handle, or by depressing the motor contact or touch

bar which controls the electric inotor. To operate these

machines it is necessary to depress the keys v/hich represent

the amount to be put into the machine. Following the depression

of the keys, the handle is pulled ^ if it ir; a hand operating

machine) or the motor cont;.ct or toucli bar is depressed (if it

is an electrically operated machij'.e) and the amount is aaded
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to the figures already accumulated in the machine; at the

same time this amount is printed on the roll paper or wide

sheet which is in the carriage of the machine. v;ith full-

Keyboard machines nothin*? is recorded until the handle or

bar is operated, thus allowing a correction to be made before

it is recorded in the machine. ^.^;hen a total is required, the

total ^ey is depressed and the machine prints the total and

clears the wheels.

All adding-li sting machines are eouipped with the follow-

ing features which vary to some extent with the different

maices, but in the principle exemplified are on the whole simi-

lar :

A total key which prints the amount accumulated.

A subtotal key which prints the amount but retains it

in the machine.

A correction and error Key used chiefly to correct errors

in choosing columns. Its use restores the Keyboard

to the same conditions it was in before error was

made. The total and printed tape are unaffected.

A repeat key that automatic all,/ repeats an amount with-

out having to set it up on the keyboard &..rTain. This

key causes all depressed keys to remain down until

released by the operator either by pressing the cor-

rection key or by releasing the repeat key before the

last stroke is taKen 7;ith the operating handle. It

is used mostly in the process of multiplying.

The non-add Key maKes possible the printing oT the amount

without having it accumulate. It does this by lock-

ing the adding mechanism without interfering with
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the regular listing word. It is particularly use-

ful in trial balance viot'a. and in the handling of

figures requiring classification.

The non-print ^e.v which mases it possible to add with-

out printing. This Key locks the ribbon feed, the

paper feed, and printing mechanism.

In nearly all the machines the ribbon is red and blacK.

which permits the totals and subtotals to be written in red.

The ribbon automatically reverses after having traveled the

entire length in one direction.

The printed figures can be printed either single or

double spaced, according to the operator's preference or the

class of wor^: that is being done; or for tabulating work the

non-spacing position may be used.

It is common practice on most all machines to print

symbols indicating total, subtotal, non-add items, anl to shovj

by a clear symbol that the machine is clear before another

column is listed.

The carriage or most of the machines is from IJ^ to Id

inches wide, and so arranged that it can be fixed in a posi-

tion for addition or by means of a tabulating lever may be

moved to different positions for a series of columns. An ex-

ample of this kino of wor/i is shoTO in illustration fl. Simi-

lar '^orrc can be performed on the Dalton, v/ales, Sundstrand,

Burroughs, or any of the aading-listing machines.
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Adding machines are of two kinds, full-keyboard and ten-

key. The full-keyboard type is further divided into high and

low keyboard machines. The difference between the two is that

the items are not visible as printed on the high-keyboard

machine unless the carriage is svning back to reveal them; where

as, on the low-keyboard machine the printing point is visible.

The straight high-keyboard adding machine with a full key

board is designed for adding and listing. Illustrations of

this type of machine is shown in illustrations #1 and fll,

pages 2% m^. Si • These machines are rather large and heavy

and are fixed to a stand which may be moved from place to place.

Illustrations III, IV,V, and VI show models of the low-

keyboard type. The keyboard is the same as the high-keyboard

and has the usual feature keys* These machines show the items

as they are set on the keyboard and also the printed items are

visible, besides having a visible dial that shows the items as

they are accumulated. These machines are much lighter than

the other type.

Illustration #VII shows the ten-key type. Each key re-

presents a digit and the designation of the key for the item

causes progressive columnar positions automatically. The

items are visible as they are printed. The keys are arranged

in two or three rows with the features keys at each side. These

machines weigh about the same as the low-keyboard style.

(1) "The success of many concerns is due in part to the

figure records which show where the profits and losses are

(1) Adapted from

Office Appliance Manual p. 79
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occurring. Such a vast amount of figuring can be obtained

only by the employment of the adding machine , which insures

speed, efficiency, and accuracy,

"The idea that the adding machine justifies the outlay of

capital only in concerns which have long, intricate problems

together \vith a great mass of daily figure work, has been ex-

ploded.

"Ho matter how little figuring is needed in the day's

business or how simple the operations, the modern business man

is finding out that his office equipment is incomplete without

a machine for this end of the work.

"Bven a cursory examination of the capabilities of these

machines reveals the enormous scope of the work which they can

do. In every line of business and in every department they

save time and money and give the assurance of accuracyi,

"It is by answering every need for a figuring device that

the adding machine has made for itself an indisputable place

among the office tools.

"An adding machine is usually bought for certain definite

work—mostly straight adding and subtracting. But as the user

becomes familiar with the device, he finds, many other tasks

which it can perform,"

CALCUMTING MACEIlfES. The adding machine can perform all

four arithmetical processes—addition, subtraction, multipli-

cation, and division. So also all four processes can be per-

formed on the calculating machines, but in these machines it

is rapidity that counts. No records, however, can be kept

with a calculating machine. Thus it is plain that the two
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types of machines serve two different purposes. The adding

machine is chosen if a record is needed and the calculator for

rapid calculations.

There are two types of calculators, the key-driven and the

icey-set. In the key-driven type there is a full keyboard with

dials located sometimes above and sometimes below the keyboard,

and a lever at the side which clears the dials. The items are

picked up on the keyboard, register in the dials, and the dials

accumulate the totals or answers which the operator is after.

Multiplication is repeated addition, and division is repeated

subtraction. Subtraction is found by using the complement.

Illustrations number Vlll and IX show examples of this class of

calculators.

In the key-set calculators, the amount is first set up on

the keyboard and turned into the machine by means of a crank,

if handoperated; or by a youch bar, if motor-driven. A movable

carriage which is located above the keyboard has two sets of

counters, which afford visibility through dials. One of these

sets of dials registers the result in each of the four arith-

metical operations--that is, the sum in addition, the product in

multiplication, the minuend in subtraction, and the quotient in

division. The other set of dials which is smaller in size,

shows only the multiplies in multiplication and the divisor in

division. "3ach different machine has its own means for clearing

the dials. 3ee illustration #10 for a picture of a machine of

this type.

(1) "All day long the world over, armies of clerks figure

fl) CiJ^FICE APPLIAITCS LJUJUAI p. 85
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invoices, cheok and prove sales-slips, prepare cost figures,

make estimates, figure payrolls. This endless adding, sub-

tracting, multiplying and dividing is at the bottom of

statistical information which enables busy executives to

keep their fingers on every pulse "oeat of their organizations,

¥/hen accomplished by slow, brain-fagging, pad-and-pencil

methods, this fundamental figuring consumes more time and

money than all other computations made in business. Not

only is the work slow and costly, it is often inaccurate as

well.

"Very different, however, are the results when all the

figuring is done by machine. Then, speed, economy, and

greater accounting efficiency are secured. The calculating

machine takes all the hard work out of figuring by assuring

mechanical accuracy, and the executive who has delegated

to this machine the task of doing the figure v/ork v/hich the

machine is designed to handle can rest assured that the

results are correct and that figure details are handled

most economically. Calculating machines today have become

indispensable in many thousands of offices.
'

"With e calculating machine, cost figures may be

carried to the fourth, fifth, sixth, or eighth decimal;

engineering data computed to a certainty; the most exact

mathematical operation performed with lightening-like ra-

pidity; complicated problems such, for example, as reducing

quantities of grain, expressed in pounds, to bushels, and

computing the value at a given price per bushel, are no

longer formidable. In figuring pay-rolls the machine is
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particularly efficient. When a number of men are working a

varying number of hours, at different rates per hour, it is

possible, with the use of a calculating machine, to ascertain

rapidly the exact aiaomit due each worker.

The need for the modern calculating machine is as basic

as business itself, V/ithout it, business, as it is now or-

ganized, could not be adequately controlled.
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THE PIHST TABULATING i^CKIITSS

Chapter 7

(1) "The first tabulating machines furnishes an instance of

reversal of the usual priority in the employment of office

machines. Ordinarily government offices install an office

machine only after it has demonstrated its usefullness and re-

liability in business offices. The tabulating machine, however,

is an exception to this seeming rule, in that it is one of the

few office mechanisms which were designed and developed in

their early stages for the use of the United States government

and later found their way into the business world.

"About twenty-five years ago Office Appliances published

an item to the effect that the Tabulating Machine Company, of

Washington, D. C. , had just made arrangements for the manufac-

ture of tabulating machines on a commercial scale. That ma-

chine was the Hollerith, the invention of Dr. Herman Hollerith

who designed and built his first machines for use in tabulating

the reports of United States census bureau enumerators. It

was not long before business and industry became aware of the

possibilities of the new tabulating machines and commercial

applications of it were made.

"Although refinements have been added to tabulating ma-

chines and their capacity has been increased, they today re-

tain the essential principles of design and operation which

ipere characteristic of the machines of twenty-odd years ago.

"Tabulating-accounting machine systems employ three ma-

chine units: A punch, which is used to record data by means of

holes punched in numbered positions on a card; a sorting machine

(1) Office Appliances Twenty-fifth Anniversary June 1929 p.
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and the acoumulator. The latter unit is supplied in two

types; one of these shows totals and the other lists and

prints both items and totals.

"Several years after the invention of the Hollerith

tabulating machine, there appeared the Powers accounting

machine, the invention of James Powers. The history of the

Powers machine, in its transition from a machine designed

for the census bureau to an outstanding machine of the bus-

iness world, has been similar to the story of the Hollerith

tabulating machine.^'

One of the large utility companies of Boston use the

Powers accounting, sorting machine, and accumulator very

effectively in the cas and electric business. A card is

arranged with figures running up to 9 and then in each po-

sition a figure is punched to snow the district, customer,

ledger, present meter reading, K.":. demands, K.W. hours,

amount, and rate. The cards are later put through the sort-

ing machine and sorted according to distance, meter readings,

customers, or hours. The tabulating machine adds the amount,

or number of cards, or other data as the cards are run

through the machine.

The Powers Accounting Machine Division of Remington Rand

Business Service Inc. gives an advertisement in Management

7/hich shows the value of this machine to a business.

"Reported by the Colter Company, Cincinnati, through

G. P. Mongey, President

'Y/e believe we are the first wholesale p:rocers to adopt

Pov/ers Accounting Machine and the Davidson System of ware-
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house accounting. Shipping units are established for each of

the 1,000 commodities we carry.

'As goods are received. Powers cards are punched to show

commodity, unit, contents, selling, extension, coat . extension,

weight, and commodity code number. These are filed in tubs,

from which they are withdravm as orders are received. A cus-

tomer card, showing full name and address and route number,

is added to the pulled cards, and the Powers Tabulator prints

a 4-copy bill, giving us invoice, order department or floor

copy, delivery receipt, and posting copy.

'Each Saturday weekly reports are made up for cost and

sales analysis. They reach the president's desic by Monday

noon. The purchasing agent gets a daily list of out-of-stock

items. The better stock control resulting practically eliminates

"shorts" and enables us to purchase more intelligently. The

Powers cards constitute a perpetual inventory which checks

with our physical inventory."

"'With the Powers System, our sales and cost analysis

show costs and profits by departments, enabling us to concen-

trate on more profitable items. The Powers machines keep this

information up to date; with the former hand methods such in-

formation was excessively costly, inaccurate, and often too

old to be of value. This prompt and reliable information

pays for the Powers equipment.'





Chapter VI

(1) TH^ 5IIII::G^ IIACHI::B and its SVOLUTIO::: Billing ma-

chines in one form or another hai'e been in use for a number

of years. Haiiufac turers began to experiment v/ith machines

for billing based on two of the oldest members of the office

appliance family: the typewriter and the adding machine.

Both the typev/riter and the writing machine with a flat

surface v7ere early utilized for billing purposes. Lengths

of forms with carbon paper interleaved ^ere used to =rive

continuous forms and this v;as fed so that as one set ..'as

written another came into writing position. One machine

which added, subtracted, and multiplied, was a combination

of the tyrerriter and the calculating machine. This machine

performed all the jobs of billing, such as typewriting,

adding, subtracting, multiplying, and extending the net

amount of the bill in one operation.

aince trie time when the above machine was invented, ex-

perience and use has led to great refinements and improve-

ments. On the marz:et today there are billing machines of

many variations, adaptable to the v;idest range of uses.

There are three types of billing machines:

Typewriting machines with billing attachments.

Machines with adding and subtracting .mechanisms,

llachines with adding, subtracting, and multiplying

mechanisms

.

Machines of the non-computing type, are of two xiinds,

(1) Office Appliance I.Ianual p. 107





cyliuder and flat writing. The cylinder machines are type-

writer models which have by the addition of special attachments,

teen made capable of turning out a number of copies.

A icey-set decimal tabulator attached to the standard

typewriter makes it possible to set the stops on the tabulator

rack by depressing a key on the keyboard. The tabulator also

moves the carriage to the correct decimal position for writing

amounts of various denominations. Another tabulator moves the

carriage from column to column by a leftward movement of the

left hand.

Condensed billing can be handled with a typewriter adapted

for this work. By means of this type of machine, 8 to 10 sep-

arate invoices can be handled and at the same time carbon copies

made upon sales sheets without removing the work from the machine.

This machine also makes it possible to write columns of

classifications on the sales sheet without writing them on the

invoices. Several copies of the bills and sales sheets can be

duplicated in the one operation.

A machine for handling continuous-length forms is a stand-

ard keyboard typewriter with a built-in carbon-changing device

which withdraws the carbons from a set of forms just written and

adjusts them in the next set ready for writing. ]?or the insertion

and removal of forms the typewriter platen is constructed so that

it may be released and adjusted accordingly.

In order to hold the carbon paper in place the ends are

Adapted from Office Appliance Llanual
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attached to a device which slides across the frame work that

is constructed to guide the continuous forms. The first forms

are interleaved with carbon by inserting the blades between

the forms and the end of the strip drawn forv/ard under the

platen, which is then dropped. When the writing is completed,

the platen is raised and the forms brought forward to the

form-cutting gage and cut off. At the same time, the next

set of forms has been automatically interleaved with carbon

and is ready for writing.

The flat writing billing machine is made with the typing

unit above the writing surface so that each stroice of a key

strikes down upon the paper which is placed on the writing

surface. As the paper does not move during the typing, the

carriage is so arranged that it moves backward, forward, and

from side to side. The keyboard of this type of machine is the

standard keyboard type, but having in addition tabulator keys

for writing amounts.

(1) Models of the flat billing machine are of tvo kinds,

designed to handle either continuous-length or cut forms. In

the single-ply roll style form, each continuous length strip

is wound on a separate core so that there are as many rolls to

the set as copies. In the multi-ply roll style form, all of

the continuous length strips in the set are itov.n'i together on

one core, making one large roll for the entire set. The forms

are placed in the rear of the machine and feed over the flat

writing surface, from rear to front, with continuous length

(1) Adapted from circulars issued by the Slliott-?isher Co
New York City.
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carbon paper interlea^'^ i bet'JJeen the conies. When the ma-

chine is loaded with forms and carbona, ths o-ler^: devotes

all his attention to writing until the supply is exhausted.

As each set is ".'ritten, it is drawn forv;ard ttiid cut off,

thus automatically bringing the next set o-f* forms into exact

writing position. As illustration of this form of billing

is given on the next page.

Billing machines that add and subtract are also of two

kinds in that they may be cylinder or flat platen machines.

When a standard typewriter is equipped with a calculating

mechanism it is called a cylinder machine. The calculating

mechanism consists of an adding and subtracting device and

decimal tabul>itor. These are so arranged that the type-

writer nay be used independently of the calculating part.

Addition and subtraction are accomplished by means of

registers called totalizers mounted on a racK on the front

of the carriage. (1) They may be moved to any position of

any column, as many as 30 totalizers may be used, depend-

ing on the number 01 columns to be added and subtracted.

Depression of the regular numeral keys causes the adding

and subtracting to be performed. As they are added or sub-

tracted the amounts register in the totalizers. The sub-

traction lever is pushed down when the number is to be sub-

tracted. Computations may be made across the machine as well

as in vertical columns.

(1) Adapted from circulars issued by Hemington-Rand Business
Service, New Yoric City.
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Double Barrel Automatic Feed Machine for Single-Ply or

Multi-Ply Roll Style Forms.





This machine is equipped with aii electric carriage return,

and also with a split cylinder so that billing and ledger post-

ing may be done at one time. It automatically totals each bill

and accumulates a grand total of the billing; it posts the amount

of the charge to the ledger sheet, extends the new balance, and

accumulates a total of all postings. The agreement of the two

grand totals proves the accuracy of the work.

(1) This kind of a machine equipped for bookkeeping has an

electric calculating mechanism, which ia controlled by twenty

keys, ten adding and ten calculating. Totals are visible in the

registers below the keyboard. A machine may be equipped with

any number of registers up to five, in each of which addition

or subtraction may be accomplished and any one register can

also be used as a cross-computing register.

A machine with two registers functions in the following

Way: the operator copies the items, descriptions, amounts,

and totals from the original order, as the figures are typed

the total of the invoice accumulates in the accumulating regis-

ter. At the same time, these figures are added in the other

register, which is called the computing register. After each

total has been entered on the invoice, the computing register

may be cleared, '{fhen the register is cleared, a verification

symbol can be printed by means of depressing the proof-star

key. If this key does not work, it shows that the work is

not correct.

The accumulating register offers a check upon the correct-

fl) Adapted from circulars issued by Remington-Hand Business
Service, IJew York City.
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nesa of the bills; as the predetermined total must asree

wj th the total accumulated in this register.

In the flat writing machines the accumulations are per-

formed ill registers attached to a head at the r.acii of the

"machine. Figures are added or subtracted a^ they are writ-

ten on the forms. Any number of repristers up to t ;.'enty-nine

may be used. They are easily removed or changed in their

position on tne head, so that at any time this machine may

be turned into a flat "vriting machine. These registers add,

subtract, and compute vertical totals and cross compute bal-

ances in any number of columns up to twenty-nine, if equipped

with that number of registers.

If a cro3nfooter is used with the registers, it auto-

matically cross-computes adding or subtracting in whatever

position desired. It also provides an automatic checiC against

inaccurate writing of balances or totals.

(1) An illustration of a billing machine that adds, sub-

tracts, and multiplies is given on the next page. A computing

mechanism that prints and a standard typewriting unit are

combined in this machine. The calculating keyboard is located

below the standard keyboard and performs all computations in-

cluding direct subtraction, direct multiplication. Automatic

extensions and totals are printed directly by the depression of

the total key. Automatic tabulation, punctuation, and motor

returned carriage are other features of the machine. One key

(1) Adapted from circulars issued by the Burroughs Adding
Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.









depression prints the month, day, and year. An error key

"erases" any amount set up on the keytoard before printing

and adding. The full cent key automatically discriminates

between all under and all over a half cent, and is especial-

ly valuable when fractions or decimals are used.

The red keys to the left of the calculating iceyboard

are used for addition and subtraction and for registering

the number to be multiplied. Black keys to the right are

used for multiplying only. On them is registered the number

by which the number written on the red keys is multiplied.

To the left of the red keys are the result keys, by means of

which total differences and products are printed. The cal-

culating mechanism controlled from this keyboard consists of

from one to five front registers and one rear register, a

multiplier, and a subtracter.

When using this machine for addition, the red numeral

keys are first depressed. The amounts appear in the front

register. By depressing one key only, the total may be ob-

tained. Each of the registers may be operated independently

of the others, or totals may" be transferred from the front

register to the rear. For instance, amounts ruay be added in

each of the five front registers, and then the grand total

of the entire amount taken by depressing one key. Or the

amount in one of the front registers may be carried to a re%tr

register as a subtotal.

The rear register accumulates amounts and also act aa

retainer, thus in multiplication, the product may be retained

in the rear register and at the same time carried to a front
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register. Amounts raay also be transferred from one register

to another by first carrying i^: to the rear register and then

transferring to the front register deaireci.

Because of the ease v/ith which calculations m-iy be made

and transferred to any register for accumulations, this ma-

chine is adaptable to a great variety of office ^oba. For

instance, it will handle the typing and computing in billing

'.vorlc faster than it takes a biller to merely copy the items;

it viill post to the ledgers assuring automatic accuracy and a

daily balance on each account; it will write the monthly

statements and make certain of their bein^ in the mails by the

first; it 7vill keep important distribution records, giving

vital facts of the business; it can be used on all figure 'vork

in a busin'^ss.

One type of this machine is equipped so that three re-

cords, lejger, statement, and proof journal, are all written

in one operation.

The following quotations fro..! business firms using this

machine will shov; its value to business.

"V/e use the Burroughs General accounting Llachine for

billing, for posting ledger and statement in one operation on

stock records and on figuring manufacturing costs. Since the

installation of this machine we have been able to handle our

increased volume of business without additional clerical help.

The results obtained more than fulfilled our expectations."

(Copied from a letter fvop^ Pacific Lletal Bearing Co.. 3an

Francisco, Cal.)
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This quotation from McIIenzie Engraving Co., Boston,

Mass., shows the satisfaction of this firm with this type

of billing machine.

"Three years a^o we purchased our first machine of this

style, using it on our billing, sales distribution and booic-

keeping. The fact that we later purchased a second machine

and have ju^'t placed our order for the third is the best ex-

pression of satisfaction with this equipment we en give you."

The next quotation is from Chalfant & Scott, Philadelphia,

Pa., giving an idea of the rapidity of the machine.

"In addition to keeping our expense sheets, journal and

general accounts on this machine, we are able to get all our

billing done in one day, whereas previously it took three or

four d^ys. And since the work done is automatically proved

we can be sure there are no errors,"

(1) Some of the applications for which the billing ma-

chine is adaptable are given below;

B I LLX iiCr R3QUISITI0NS
Store iiequisitions
xurohc^o Requisitions
Material Requisitions
Job Requisitioi.s
Service Requisitions
Cash Requisitions
Inaividual Requisitions

Single Bill System
Multiple Bill System
Combination Bill and

Charge System
Combination Bill and

Order Service Bills

fl) This list was taken from the
Manual p. 121,

Office Appliance





oins-le Order iSystema
Multiple Order Systems
Combination Order, b/L,

Express, Receipt, or
Delivery Slip

Combination Order and
Invoice

Purchase Orders
Work Orders
Plant Orders
Combination Bill, and Label,

Packing? Slip
Tax Bills
Installation Orders
lleter Settings
Job Orders
Production Orders
Factory Houte Orders
Sales Orders
Shop Orders

3C3LLa:TE0U3
Bills of Lading
Express Receipts
Parcel-post Receipts
Local Delivery Receipts
Receiving Reports
Returned Merchandise

Receiving Memorandum
Packing Slips
Shipping labels
Way-bills
freight or Express Bills
Prepaid ITreight Billing
Freight Correction Notices
Arrival Ilotices
Shipping notices
Loading Lists
Crew Lists
Permits
Bills of L:aterial
Pay Checks





Chapter 711

REPLiCmG HAITD WRY. WITH ^^ECHAJVTICAL BOCKKEEPIFG: It is

very true that a business oannot afford to do "by hand

what it can do iDy machinery and no where is this better

exemplified than in the use of "bookkeeping machines

for the posting work, Early attempts at machine

bookkeeping were handicapc'ed by tradition and precedent.

Accountants had always done things a certain way and

the machine was supposed to accommodate itself to the

method, never the method to the machine. Inventors

were confronted with limitations in the use of their

machines and many years elapsed before the forces of

iconoclasm broke through the ramparts of traditionalism

and forced the acceptance of the machine, plus the simple

and efficient system that would do the work.

Today most of the leading adding and calculating

machines companies have efficient bookkeeping machines

systems. Probably the pioneer in the development of

an efficient system of this type is the Klliott-Fisher

Company, which is a combination of two companies which

merged in 1504 and opened a factory at Harrisburg, Pa.,

backed with ample capital and men of much business

ability. Other companies which have distinguished

themselves in the bookkeeping machine field are The

Underwood, The Burroughs, The National Cash Register,

The Kllis, The Remington-Rand, and a number of others.

(Office Appliances ' Twenty-fifth Anniversary ':agazine,

June 1925.)
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The principles of "bookkeepinf: that is used in hand work

is ^ust as applicable to the machine "bookkeeping, but the

procedure is simplified and all details are handled in the

same way. Because of difference in design the operation is

varied with the different types.

The bookkeeping machine is an adaptation of the adding

and calculating machine to bookkeeping. Some models of this

machine consist of an adding and direct subtraction ma-

chine of either the full keyboard or ten-key variety equipped

with means for printing the dates, folio numbers, description,

debits, credits, and extending balances. A tabulating carriage

moves auto*Tiatically to the next column as each amount is regis-

tered. On some of the machines the carriage is returned by

electricity to any desired point. Subtraction is direct and is

controlled by means of stops on the carriage or by a lever on

the keyboard. The items are set on the keyboard the same as

in addition, but the machine automatically tabulates to the

oolTiran in which the number should be written. The folio and

dates and description also follow along in order and are set

up in the proper place. V/hen the balance is printed the ma-

chine is cleared ajid some symbol is used to show that it is

cleared or if it is desired to keep the amount in machine a

subtotal is printed and another symbol shows that it is a

subtotal

.

(1) Adapted from circulars issued by Burroughs Adding

Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
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On some models the statement is maae at the same time as

the ledger is posted, and it is an exact copy of the debit and

credit items as shown on the ledger. This is made possible by

a split platen end a repeat-print mechanism.

It is also possible to post a ledger, v^rite ohe statement,

and make the proof on a telly roll at the same time. The

amount is set up and operation of the machine causes it to be

printed in the proper columns on the ledger. The machine then

automatically shifts to the statement, repeats all the informa-

tion in the proper columns, and extends the balance. Following

this, the machine shifts to the balance column after the ledger

and the new balance is again posted; then the tally roll strip

automatically shifts into position.

With a machine of this type five steps may be combined

into one operation. By the Stub Plan the customer's bill, cash-

ier's coupon, office record, and proof sheet are written in one

operation.

Two of the public utility companies of Boston use these

machines for their billing work. I do not doubt but what the

same machine, or a similar one, is used by all the utility com-

panies, but since I have seen the actual demonstration of work

at these places, I feel confident about using these plants for

illustrations.

At the Edison Electric offices on Boylston Street, Boston,

they have fifteen of these machines and ere adding more right

along. The ledger sheet which consists of four parts is about

twenty inches long by four inches in width. The name and ad-

dress of the customer is printed on each of the four forms





with the Addressograph. The operator puts about twenty of

these long forms into her machine at once and a form is auto-

matically brought into position as it is needed. Cn a rack

in front of the girl is a card with meter readings, d£te,

rate, kilowatt hours, and amount. Prom this data she posts

to the ledger form the same information as to ra"::e, kilowatt

hours, and amount on each of the four parts. Cn a chart near

the machine is computed the amount of the different rates so

that she has only to look at that to determine the amount to

debit to the customer.

By using a carbon with a tally sheet, a journal is kept

at the same time as the ledger sheets are made up. There are

two parts to the customer's bill; one part, the coupon which is

returned to the office; and the other part, on payment, is re-

ceipted and kept by the customer. The other parts of the long

ledger sheet, which are exact copies of the coupon, are kept in

the business for reference.

The work on the utility machine at the TTew Tiiigland Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company's offices in Boston is very similar

to the work done at the "Sdison Plant. The computing work is

less on their bills, and therefore, a girl can turn out more

ledger sheets in a given time. The average operator can post

about two hundred accounts in an hour without rushing.

Besides the bookkeeping machine evolved from the adding ma-

chine there are the bookkeeping machines with a regular type-

writer keyboard in addition to the adding, subtracting, and

calculating unit.

Cn some of the machines adding is performed by totalizers

placed on the carriage truck in positions corresponding to
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the columns to be added. The totalizers are operated by a

mechanism which is connected with the number keys in the key-

board, and all adding and subtracting is performed through a

gear-driven mechanism as the keys are depressed. One type

of this kind is eq^uipped with a vertical totalizer which

makes it possible to secure the necessary number of vertical

totals. Both addition and subtraction may be accomplished

in any or all columns. Another machine includes a cross-

totalizer, so that in addition to the vertical totals a

cross-total or balance may be automatically secured.

The decimal tabulator moves the carriage to the position

desired, and locks if the correct tabulator key is not used.

If an incorrect amount is written, the process is changed and

that amount is removed from the machine, and then the correct

sjiiount is written^

Any n\imber of registers up to thirty may be used and an

amount in any one of them can be used in combination with

the cross-footer • Addition can be performed in a vertical

totalizer while subtraction is performed in the cross-footer,

or vice versa. Columns may be added vertically and cross-

added, or cross-added and not added vertically, as the work

may require.

When some vertical columns are added and others sub-

tracted, as in the posting of debits and credits, the cross-

footer shows the final net total. 7/hen the cross-footer does

not clear, all numeral keys lock.

(Adapted from circulars from Underwood Typewriters, Bur-
roughs Adding Machine Co., and Office Appliance Manuel.)
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A machine of this cla3s 'With an electric calculating

raechanissm is sho^vn on the ne>.t pafs. ?hi3 type of nachine

can be equipped with as many as seven visible registers.

Addition and subtraction may be carried on in any one regis-

ter or in 2.11 of the registers at the sarae time. Tabulation

is accomplished by means of a lO-key decimal tabulator. Any

re.^ister or totalizer may be used in cross-tabulation. The

bar which moves the carriage is equipped with stops, the

design of which governs the action of the registers.

A star must be printed following the writing of each bal-

ance and after the clearance of the various registers to prove

that the correct amounts were written. Ledger and statement

are made at the same time ^vith a carbon, and a continuous

proof recOi^d can be made simultaneously. ?ir3t the old bal-

ance is picked up and registers, next the debit or credit is

put in the registers and adds or subtracts as the CL.se may be

automatically. These operations produce the balance v.'hich is

shov/n in the middle register of a three-register machine. To

prove the work a third register is used to show the old bal-

ance that was picked up first. If this register clears on

again picking up the old balance, a star is printed which shows

that the v/ork is correct. Of course a wrong debit or credit

can be picked tip but as far as the process of the machine goes,

if it is possible to get the star, the registers must clear.

The form of adding machine with e flat writing surface,

which is manufactured by the Elliott-i'isher Company is also

another machine to be used for bookkeeping. These machines

are of tv/o kinds: one known as the Simplex, ./hich vrrites.





UNDERWOOD BOOKKEEPING MACHINE





adds, subtracts, and provides the totals in vertical columns;

the other, the Universal, which writes, adds, suhtrs^cts , and

computes both vertically and horizontally.

Registers are mounted to the rear of the typewriting unit,

and operate with the cross-computinf ref^ister. The column

registers, however, may be operated separately from the cross-

footer .

The Simplex Accounting Machine is used extensively for

invoicing- statistical records, payrolls, vouchers, check and

check register, inter-line abstracting, bank remittance letters,

financial statements and all of the simpler forms of accounting

where writing and adding or subtracting in columns is required

.

It can be equipped with from one to twenty-three adding regis-

ters supplying column totals. The flat writing surface makes

possible the use of carbon paper in rolls. The Simplex Account-

ing Machine has the greatest flexibility on accounting records

of any columnar writing-adding- subtracting machine.

Cn invoicing work, the Simplex totals each individual in-

voice, deducting any discounts, and accumulates in a separate

register the net billing totals for the total daily billing.

It handles invoices either as individual units with duplicate

copies for record purposes, or supplies a condensed sales sheet

record of all bills written.

The Universal Accounting or Bookkeeping Machine writes and

adds or subtracts in vertical columns, at the seme time com-

puting balances of amounts written across the page. The machine

is used on all kinds of accounting records and ledger work,

accounts receivable, sales distribution, accounts payable, ex-
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penses, store records, cost records, cost analysis, and state-

ments. Any class of accounting or combination of records can

"be handled on this machine. Carbon copies may be used and the

forms are held in perfect registration. A visual audit sheet

(a carbon copy of every entry on the original record) is sup-

plied as a by-product of the posting operation. By mesns of

its adding, subtracting, and cross- computing mechanism, abso-

lute proof of all postings, as well as columnar totals of

every column of figures affected by posting, is furnished.

In addition to posting ledger and automatic audit-sheet

or state'nent, the flat writing machine is especially valuable

for writing in bound books. The booic page of ledger page to

which the posting is to be made is placed face up on the

writing surface and renains there during the operation with-

out any necessity of changing the position. The writing unit

may be placed in the correct column position by means of a

ten-kay decimal tabulator. The writing unit is ecj^uipped with

the standard typewriter keyboard, so that any information, such

as folios, dates, description can be written in the proper

place. Since all records, including the customer's statement,

the ledger card, and the audit sheet are all printed at the

same time by means of carbon copies which unfold from rolls

attached to the platen, these forms must all agree. The totals

of debits and credits accum.ulate in the registers and prove

the correctness of the work.
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And now v/hat is the value of these machines to business?

The following quotation from the Office Appliances* Twenty-

fifth Anniversary magazine shows very well what their value

is and also this magazine devoted particularly to business

appliances gives information which may be depended upon for

its authenticity.

"V/hat have been the outstanding applications of these

machines during- the last twenty-five years? Hardly anyone,

we believe, will disagree with the assertion that the most

amazing development has been in the field of bookkeeping by

machinery. Not only have the simpler machines lightened by

many hours a month the labors of tae accountant in the smaller

office, enabling him to arrive at his totals rapidly ana ac-

curately, but the bookkeeping machines proper have revolu-

tionized the -flOTls. of accountants in bonks and the larger

commercial establishments, so that the end of the month, for-

merly a period of dread, is today no longer feared. The

machine, wliicb combines the vrark of the typewriter and the

calculating machine, has not only contributed swiftness,

neatness, and legibility, but has vastly'' simplified and

speeded up accounting processes , eltnlnated certain needless

but long cherished records, and provided at one writing such

complete or partial duplicates of original entries as may be

required by the several departments of the business. Today

there is hardly a public service corporation in the country

that has not adopted one or another of the several excellent

systems offered, and most of the larger commercial houses
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keep their records in the same way. The steady march of the

bookkeeping machine is irresistible. V/hat is true in this

country is beginning to be true abroad, where business men

are more and more appreciating the necessity for these econ-

omies of administration which only the machine can bring." (1)
more

In order to suow hov; much/ rapid and accurate booKrceepin,.;

machines are then the old hand method let us next consider

some extracts taken from letters from active firms using

these machines.

FACTS aiVEN BY iulSS BHOTELRS GOI-LPANY, R0GK?0RD, ILL.

THROUGH F.R. PALM, OFYli^Z .viaNAGSR.

* "As Rockford's largest department store, our accounting

problem involves the keepin^j of 215 ledgers, v/ith some 7,500

individual accounts. The use of 3 Underwood Bookkeeping

Machines has improved the efficiency of our accounting depart-

ment beyond all expectation.

"Two Underwoods are used on accounts receivable, posting

ledger sheets and writing statements at one operation.

Statements are mailed the last day of the month showing all

postings up to 3.00 P.M. of that day. Customer good will re-

sulting from prompt, correct and complete statements is re-

garded as one of the most important benefits brought about by

the Underwood Machines. Prompt mailing of statements also

facilitates collections.

(1) Off?ce Appliances^ Twenty-fifth Anniversary, June

1929, p 36.

* From an advertisement by Underv;ood Typewriter Co. in

Management, Sept. 1928.





"Each day's postings are proved by tVi6 predetermined

total of sales Plips, thus mairtaining a daily balance of

accounts receivable. The monthly trial balance, taicen

after statements are made, rarely requires more than

days

.

"The third Underwood handles accounts payable, post-

ing the ledger, writing the checic and remittance advice

at one operation. ^11 that is necese^ry when mailing the

oheok: is to fill in the totsl of the account which that

check: covers. This Underwood also virites financial state-

ments and special statements or reports.

"Without the Underwoods, we would require at least

4 trained booiLtceepers on accounts receivalle and payable.

Doing this work with 2 clerks, the Underwoods save at

least 41500 a year."

iiXP3itIEifC3 OP CHARL'ilS i». nOuiSxtS & CO., IITC,

NBV^ YOrLtL Cll'f, V,. b. HYAH. Gi'PIGii ii/iAITAGijki

"a total of about 1,000 active accounts are handled

by the machine in an average of E to ? hours' actual post-

ing per day. If the old pen bvA ink system 'vere still in

use we should require d.t least part time of another olerli

in addition to full time of the present Ealton operator to

handle the present volumn of v;ork for two companies. The

(*From an advertisement by Underwood Tj'pewriter Go.
in Management , Sept. 1928.)

(*Advertisements of the firms of Remington Hand
Business Service Inc., and Elliott-Fisher Division in
Management, Sept. 1928, p. 25.)
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machine thus pays for itself every year in labor saving

alone, in addition to its other advantages of accuracy,

prompt and correct trial balances, quicker collections

through prompt statc.-nents

.

"The Dalton is a simple machine and our present oper-

ator learned to use it without difficulty after only a fev7

days' instruction and practice. V;hen necessary she can

make 1,000 postings a day."

"With the Slliott-Fisher our operators can make hs

many as 700 postings a day, probably '7djb more than would

be possible by hand. 'This, together with the saving re-

sulting from the combined operations made possible by the

machines, effects a labor saving o^er hand iiiethods that

more than repays the initial cost of the machines each

year .

"

It is not improbable from ^\'hat we hare ^ust r^.ad from

these letters of business men that there is a general tend-

ency to mechanize the bookkeeping of the offices. Tremend-

ous though the strides have been, it takes but little study

of the situation to come to the conclusion, that the machine

age has only begun. 3very day seems to bring its new in-

ventions in appliances, and the office executive finds him-

self forced to constantly readjust his ideas of office or-

ganization. !iuite apart from tc^e financial saving possible

(^Advertisements of the firms of Remington Hand
Eusiner.s Service Inc., and Zlliott-ii'isher Division in
Management, Sept. 19^8, p. 25, E5.)
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by installation of modern equipment, it is /pleasant to observe

the relief from clerical drudgery effected also.

Not only is this an age of adjustments of office organi-

zations but there is an entirely new type of clerical help,

namely, the machine operator. ^Jhe v/ork of these oioerators

is of a purely mechanical nature and their production can

be measured as accurately as can the production of the piece

workier in the factories. The time seems not far distant

when many of the methods successfully employed in our fac-

tories will have to be instituted in the office, so far ::s

purely mechanical clerical work is concerned. Also just as

the invention of the typewriter opened up a field for Women

so all this machine operating seems to be pre-eminently a

v;oman's field. In booiLiceeping particularly, we no longer see

the man bent over his ledger and maicing beautiful, pains-

taking hirogliphics , but in his place, in the modern office,

are the bright shining machines and girl operators. And

might I add that in most instances these p^irla are bright,

cheerful and fine appearing girls, an asset to the business

and as up to dcte as the machine they operate.





Chapter

HISTORY OF THL. DICTATING i^IACHIUlL AllD ITS PLACE IK 3USI-

IsTESS: It is interesting to note that, thousanas of years be-

fore the type\^riter made suoh a change in letter writing,

various shorthand laethods had been devised so thao a man

oould Gictate to a clerk v.ho did the actual -writing. It is

believed by soiue 'cha'C Xenophon took down the lectures of

Socrai^es in shorthand; and it is an established fact tha:

Tullius Tiro, Cicero's secretary, devised a system v/hich came

into ^sneral use. The 5000 signs which he used for v/ords

Tifould play havoc ?vith modern patience, but the ancients con-

sidered it a great improveraent

•

The sermons of Chrysostom, St. Augustine, and other of

the Church fathers were noted in shorthand; in later centuries

shorthand was used by Savonarola, Roger Williams, Pepys , and

Charles Dickens, besides many others.

It seems a strange coincidence that shorthand and type-

writing should have been perfected at about the same time,

since one is so correlated with i,he other. After these two,

however, came the next logical development; Lhe aictating

machine.

The first machine to indent a record of sound vibration

upon a plastic surface so thac it coula be reproduced at a

future "Cime was the invention of Thomas A. Edison, who on

January i:4, 1877, applied for a patent, which was granted

(Adapted from Office appliance Manual and Office
Appliances lixagazine, June 1929.)





ij^ebruary 19, 1878 , without refererice asrainst it.

The invention of the phonograph by Mr. Sdiaon introduced

a principle which had a great influence upon the invention

and development of the dictating machine and later the musical

phonograph and graphophonss. The machine of which the present

dictaphone is the lineal descendant had its origin in 1886 in

Washington through the inventive efforts of Dr. Chichester a.

Bell and Sumner Tainter, who had been associated with Dr.

Alexander Graham Bell in his pioneer work on the telephone.

During the period between 1881 to 1885 these two men had

labored diligently, perfecting a recDrcl base vrhich was admi-

rably adapted to receiving and reproducing sound ir.j ressions.

The Eell-Tainter machine was known as the Gr^phophone and was

the forerunner of the present dictaphone. i3arly machines of

this type were knov-'n as the Commercial Graphophone for use

as an office appliance.

The early graphophone had somewhat the appe'^rance of a

sewing machine, its power being supplied by a treadle motor

and fly-wheel. The cylinder on which the sound was recorded

consisted of a paper base with a thin coating of wax compo-

sition, on which the record was engraved by means of a steel

needle. Mounted on a diaphragm, this needle sped across the

machine when the cylinder revolved, and it engraved b. spiral

groove on the nurfaoe of the cylinder. The machine was

marketed for many years by the Columbia Phonograph Company,

but of recent years it has been produced and marketed by the

Dictaphone Sales Corporation.





Two concerns have Lesn instrumental in the rjreaent devel-

opment of dictating and transcribing machines in this country,

Thomas a. Edison, Inc., and the JDictaphone Sales Corporation.

It is alreudy noted that llr, Edison produced the basic inven-

tion of this type of machine. Kis invention is the direct

ancestor of the present Ediphone system.

At the time of the invention of the original machine,

Mr. Edison was engaged on important inventions in the electri-

cal field and was obliF^ed to set the phonograph a?ide for

time. From 1905 down to the present, the development of the

Sdiphone, however, as the machine is now called, has formed

an importcnt part of the many activities of the Edison shops

and laboratories. It has been developed to a high degree

of perfection, while auxilary machines for the use of tran-

scribers and cylinder-shaving machines have also been perfected.

The dictating system consists of three r.dchines, the

dictating machine for the use of the dictator, the transcribing

machine for the use of the typist, and the shaving machine to

renew the surface of the cylinders.

By means of the dictating machine the voice is recorded

on a wax cylinder placed upon a flexible mandrel, or cylin-

drical spindle, which is rotated by a small electric m.otor.

The vibrations of the dictator's voice are recorded on the

cylinder by the process of engraving on the wax surface. V^hen

using the dictating machine the operator raises the glass

mouthpiece and places it close to his lips. He speaks in a

(Adapted from Office Appliance Llanual and circulars
issued by the Dictaphone Sales Go.)
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natural voice a? though speaiciiig into "^he telephone, mean-

while pressing down on the control device. By releasing

the control he may stop for thought or to pay attention to

an interruption. When he resumes dictating, if he "ishes

to have repeated what he had said before, he throws a lever

from the dictating position to the reproducing position.

At any time he can turn the lever back and change or recon-

struct his thoughts.

The transcribing is similar to the dictating machine in

appearance and exactly like it in fundamental constructi .m,

but its function is entirely different, for it reproduces

word for word what has been dictated upon a cylinder. The

mandrel, the reproducing device, and the tube are in the same

positions, but in addition it has the receivers which carry

the dictation to the typist. Beginning the operation of the

machine the typist places the receivers on her ears, touches

the control device, and listens to a number of xjords. She

has complete control of the machine and may cut off the dic-

tation while typewriting the words she has heard. Any word

or phrase that the operator does not catch the first time

may be repeated as often as necessary.

The shaving machine operates upon the same principle as

a lathe which is used for shaving articles. The object is

mounted on the lathe machine and rotated, .vhile a tool thrust

against it shapes it down, usually to some circular form.

In the case of the shaving machine a cylinder is placed upon

(Adapted from Office Appliance iianual and circulars
issued by the Dictaphone Sales Co.)
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the mandrel and the knife adjusted to shave it down. The

shaving is unnecessary in order to refinish the cylinder,

ready for use on the dictating machine again. It is done

with a sapphire laiife that does not dull and that does the

Tfvork so well that the cylinders have a highly polished sur-

face. The knife has a micrometer adjustment that assures

exactly the right depth of cut v»ithout waste and makes it

unnecessary for the operator to depend upon the memory in

making the second or finishing cut which gives the desir-

able high polish. The cut is obtained by giving the ad-

justing thumb-screw a fraction of a turn. The wax shav-

ings that come frora the cylinder as they curl off the knife,

enter a chute and fall by gravity into a drawer provided

for collecting them. If they y/ere not collected, since they

are waxy and somewhat sticky, they would soon clog up the

moving parts.

Each cylinder may be used over and over, sometimes

as many as one hundred times.

The dictating machine is as yet only in its infancy

and business has discovered but few of its many uses. It

is saiQ that 90% of the dictating machines are as yet con-

fined to the one purpose of writing letters, though the ma-

chine has potentially as many uses as were humorously as-

cribed to the hairpin, real, actual uses. One manufacturer

of the device declares that IbO different things can be done

with ix, and that the dictation of correspondence is only

one of them. Certainly fev; offices get the fullest use out

of this machine.
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If Che business executive who is constantly makinS

longhand notes which he intends to preserve, v^ould only-

get the habit of dictating them to his dictating machine,

he could dictate for more copiously than he is in the

habit of writing in longhana , and the notes could be pre-

served by being typewritten.

One executive makes it a point of recording all his

random thoughts on business matters, and for this purpose

keeps what he calls a planning book into which he puts his

memorandums, one on a page, of ideas as they occur to him.

V/henever he gets an inspiration he di -tates it lo the

machine and has it typewritten and placec in his pl&nning

book. He says that in this Vvay many valuable ideas were

preservea, which, if he had waited to call a stenographer,

would never have been placed on paper.

Other executives use the dictating machine for dictat-

ing to their associates messages v.hich are not intended to

to be transcribed. One official, vdo travels considerably,

comes into his office the night before he goes and leaves

"last word" messages for his subordinates in this manner:

He takes up the mouthpiece of "Dhe instrument and holds a

little conversation with the associate, and the next morn-

ing, after he has started on his trip, his secretary passes

the cylinder on to the person to whom it is addressed. If

it is desired to have it transcribed, this can be done.

Other celebrated authors review their work literally

dozens of times before it is in shape for the printer. The





same thing can be done, and done better cith the diata^ing

machine. Since every machine is provided with a correction

slip, it is a simple matter to dictate s phrase, listen to

it, correct it, marking the spot on the correction slip. It

sometimes occurs that even this copy will be edited and inter

lined profusely by the author. If later he dict&tes it a?ain

the transcriber can make a letter job of the transcription.

PRCVSD U3S3 FOR DIOTaTINS /iaCHIITES

By the Executive
Announcements
Confirming verbal orders
Contracts and agreements
Dictating at home
Dictating before, after, and during office hours
Improving the value of reading by dictating digests

of matter read
International communication
Organizing and directing business activity
Preparing speeches
Recording new ideas
Recording reminders and telephone conversation.
Recording radio talks, speeches, etc., at home.
Recording results of meetings and conferences
Writing for publications.

In the General Office
Correspondence
International communication
Teaching stenography and typev/riting

In the Credit Department
Collection letters
Memorandum to sales department
Request for credit information
Special paragraphs for form letters

(Adapted from an article by W, K, Leffingwell in
System Get. 19E8.)
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Sales and Advertising Departments
Advertising circular letters
Form letters
Interdepartmental communication
Letters to salesmen
Letters to customers
Recording advertising copy or sales ideas
xiecording telephone quotations and conversation
Hough drafts of plans of campaigns, advertisements,

layouts, specifications, etc.
Training salesmen

Purchasing department
Delivery follow-up
Internat icnal communication
irurcLasing correspondence
H6:iuests for bids

Production, Methods, Staff and Similar Departments
Amiouncements and general orders
Conference minutes dictated as agreement are rsuche
International coriHiiunicati on
Procedures
Memorandum of plans
Reports
Standard instruction.

(Adapted fror an article by H. leffing^vell in
System Oct. 1928.

}
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COMPARATIVE PRODUCTION
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METMOD
<dM LINE5 PER HOUR1

INchjding time Foi2_~|

TAKING OlcTATIOH I

DICTATING
MACHINE
METHOD

121.4 LINES PER HOUR.
J.

&e.7% INCREASED

P|JCt>LiCTION

COMPAQATIVE COST
PER loco LINES)

SMOI^THANO

Mrrw DO
4>9.0» PfR 1000 LINES

OICTATlNCr
MACHINE $4^9 PER lOOO UNE'b 40.7%l?rDUC7lON COST^

COiiPAQATlVE COST

SHOCTMAriO

METHOD

prcTAT|(Ne»
MACMUNE
METHOD

PER LETTER^

6ASE0 upon AVERAGE OF IZ.^f LlNBS PER LETTER

r

^.0724 PER LFTTER. 40.X*A COST
#5e6ticT«or<
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DICTATIIJS LIAGHi:;SS l-tEDUCE CJjTICj: C03TS: ."he following

information was taken from ixii article by H. B. ^ilvans which

^«'a's bpsed on a survey aa:Ie by the dictfipnone corporation of

isridgeport. Com- scticut . He first tglls how the sr.rveys

were conducted.

"(DSurveys are ynade in the form of tl-je studies '.^/hich

translated through the medium of the forms illustrated on

Chart (1), provide the length of time required to perform

each stenographic task, The unit of production measurement

has, for the sake of uniformity, been established as one line.

For the convenience of those .'ho use cyclometer points or

inches -la unitF of measurement, -ve have found that the average

line of elite type represents 7,2 cyclometer points (2.) or

six inches. In b.11 these surveys, tfio lines have been allowed

for ^l.e addressing of an envelope, ana three lines for the

date, address, 3alut:i.tion and complimentary closing of the

letter .

"J'rom the illustration ^"1 on the chart on page may

be seen the daily production sheet prepared by each shorthand

stenographer. On it she lists the name of the dictator, the

time required for each dictation period, the time devoted to

the transcription from notes, the time devoted to copy work

(1) Dictating Uaehines Heduce Office Costs an address by
£>, 3vans , jjictaphone Corporation, Bridgeport, Coniiecticut

published in the National Office i^lanasement Association, 19S9
Conference p. 15, 16, 17, 15.

(2) Cyclometer measuring 1 point for every 10 typewriter
strokes.





and general clerical woric, and the time during which she had

no v/ork: to do. In some cat^es, the stenographer herself irieasurea

her own production and extends it on the extreme right-hand

column Oi" this form. In other cases these fi-ures :^re acjurau-

lated through the mediuni of the carbon copies of each steno-

grapher's transcribed ff'ork by an employee assigned to the task:.

"At the end of each day, the accumulated results of each

stenographer's v/orLing sheet are transferred to Form (2)

illustrated on the chart. This gives the iaily production of

all shorthard stenographers included in the survey. Form (2)

provides departmental recapitulation of the results shown on

?orm f2).

"i'rcm Forms (2) and (2) we are able to analyze ths results

being obtained through the use of shorthand. Dictating machines

are then installed for all the dictators whose transcription

by the shorthand method has been covered in Forms (£) and (2).

Stenographers required to take care of the work are then

equipped and trained in the use of transcribing machines, and

through the medium of Form (1), their individual production is

again accounted for. This form is filled out in the same way

by the stenographer, with the one exception of course, that

Column (1), "Taking Lictation," is not used. The totals of

these stenographers' v;orking sheets are accumulated on Form (4),

the "Daily Report", shov-ing the total production of all dictat-

ing machine stenographers. Form (5) gives us the weekly total

of Form (4), the Daily Report. Through the medium of these

forms, c'e now have the complete story of the comparative results

between the application of the shorthand and the dictating





machine methods to a given task.

Before oonsidering the data v;hich '7e i.re aLout to present

on the average results of these surveys, we wish to emphasize

the fact that the res^ilts we shall give ere the averages of

hundreds of surreys made in large and small offices of all

types of businesses. Allov-'ar.ce should be made for the fact

that th3 results of the dictating machine method are based

upon the data aGcurrxUlL:ted :^rora these surveys ^hich w°r6 made

r'rmediately after the dictating machine systeii vas inaugurated,

and contin-Ted not longer than thirty days, jj'rom other infor-

mation which we have been able to accumulate, it Is reasonable

to assume thy.t t?e data vihich we will present to you should

be extremely conservative in view of the increased efficiency

which naturally can be expected through the stenos'raphers

'

increasing familiarity with the operation of the dictating

machine, improved superv?.slon and dictation and the control

of work so easily facilitated by the dictating .;.-:bine system.

Chart (11) presents to you graphically the components of

the average stenographer's day under the shorthand method and

and her average day under the c^ictating machine method. Of

the surveys from which we have taken these average figures,

we have found that the average day comprises 450 minutes. Je

hjive
, therefore, taken 450 minutes as vir average day. You

will notice that under the sriorthsnd method the stenographer

devotar, "2 minutes, or of her day to taking di(?tat!on,

121 minutes, or ?9^t of h<=^r day, transcribing fry' her short-

hand notes; 114 minutes, or ?5.5/j, to clerical work; 87 min-





utes, or 18. 570, to typin? or copy work; °iid 50 minutes, or ll^j

,

for rest or unaccounted time. Under the shorthand method,

you will notice th>it the stenographer's type^vriter is in use

214 minutes, or 47.57^ of the day. The stenographer's desk

is in use minutes, or 7^^!, of the day.

"Under the dictating machine method, we have found from

these surveys that the averav^e stenographer's day is comprised

of 4ES minutes, or 95,85^ of her day, devoted to transcription,

and 23 minutes, or 6.2^b, devoted to rest. One word of com-

ment should be made here. In about 92-/0 of the surveys from

7.'hich v»e have drawn these figures, centralization of the tran-

scription and typing v/ork '.\'as found practicable. It is not

necessary for us to devote any tiT.e to the discussion of the

advisability of the centralization of this work, I do wish

to say, however, that in the experiences from vhich I am

quoting these figures it was found that in the majority of

cases the clerical and copy v;ork which the shorthand steno-

grapher vvas performing could conveniently be assigned to

other clerical v^orkers on a lower salary scale, ^.ssuming

for the '^lOirent that an organization found it impracticable

to centralize its transcription and typing work, you can

see from the charts that under the dictating machine method

the stenographer's productivity could be increased 20,8-/fc.

"On that portion of the chart showing the avera3;e

stenographer's day under the dictating Lachine method, you

will see that the typewriter is in use 422 minutes, or 93.

of the day, an increase of 9 7.2^ over the shorthand method.
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The desk is in use 4£E minutes a day, increase of E6.6^

over the shorthand method.

"Chart (111) shows us the comparative production of

transcribed material an well as the comparative costs.

Under the shorthand method, including the time for taking

dictation, we found the average production to be 61.1 lines

per hour. Under the dictating machine method, v;e found an

average of 121.4 lines per hour, an increase of 98 . 770. In

coraputinp; the average lines per hour produced under the

shorthand method, it should be borne in mind that the time

the stenographer has devoted to copy work and clerical

work has been deductel. The average production per hour

shown under the dictating machine method, I am quite sure,

will prove to be a rather conservative figure to those of

./ou present \iho have accumulated production figures on your

o.m transcribing departments.

"The next section of our chart illustrates the cora-

parati'.'e cost per thousand lines under the shorthand method

and the dictating machine method. In preparing these fig-

ures, we have only taken into consideration the stenographic

labor cost; taking an average stenographer's salary as

i|25»00 per i;veek. Under the shorthand method, a thousand

lines cost $9.91. Under the dictating machine method, a

thousand lines cost |4.99, representing a reduction in cost

of 49.7/u in accomplishing the same work.

"Following the comparison of costs further, -.ve come

now to the comparative stenographic cost per letter. One
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intereatiur feature which we found in the development of

these figures v/as that the Hvert^^e letter dictated by the

shorthand method was comprised of IE. SI lines, whereas the

average latter dictated under the dictating machine method

was 14.5 lines. This either indicates that throup-'n the

use of the dictating machine, the dictator is influenced

to expre.^s his ideas ;nore fully or that he is influenced

toward verbosity. TLe records accumulated by our cojipany

would lead us to seriously doubt the second supposition,

but if such were the case, proper supervision, so easily

facilitated by the dictating .nachine system, would soon

remedy this situation. Based upon the average lines per

letter, we found that the average cost per letter under

the shorthand method was |;.121; under the dictating ma-

chine method, the average was |.07E4, or a reduction of

40.2^j belov/ the shorthand.

"From the results of the surveys from which we have

quoted we found in instances, where the results could be

measured, savings appro4.ching SOf^ in dictation costs.

There is no question but that the use of a dictating ma-

chine increases the dictator's capacity for work,"

Among the mary intangible benafit^ to be realized

through the adoption of the dictating machine systems,

benefits which in most cases are hard to reduce to cold

figures are several which most executives using the ma-

chine agree upon. It facilitates the control of the flow

of work and offers opportunities for the development of





rsFults definitely tangible; it establishes a greater degree

of supervision through which the seasonal departmental peaks

and vacations can be absorbed without the fluctijition of an

organization's personnel; and it increa^^es the quality of

dictf.;tion and the reduction of errors. There is no q'lestion

but that with time most of the work, Piientioned in the list

given before in this article, v^'ill be done on the dictating

Tiachine

.





Ciiapter IX

DUPLICATING MACHINES: TliEIR HISTORY, USE, AND VALUE TO BUSHTESS.

Nothing in the office equipment industry has been developed to a

higher point of service and efficiency taan the duplicating ma-

chine. This machine is an accurate, speedy, and economical de-

vice for the copying of sales letters, bulletins, charts, maps,

and house organs, or for reproducing anything handrrritten, type-

written, or drawn.

It may be used in every department of the business to save

teaious and expensive retyping. Before going into the wide uses

of the machine, however, let us learn something about the early

history,

A machine for mailing multiple copies v;as first built in

this country in 1887. This early macnine was the forerunner of

the present-day stencil duplicator. It was constructed so that

the stencil and the impression paper were placed in a flat

frame. Ink was then applied to the stencil which was in position

over the paper.

The next macnine to be put on the market used the ri;elatin

process and was made in Germany by Alexander 5"hapiro in IddU.

The duplication was made by means of a roll coated with a com-

position of glue and glycerin.

(Adapted from Office Appliance Manual)
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When an original copy was laia on this roll, the im-

pression v/c,s left on the damp surface, and bl&nk sheets placed

on the roll received an impr'nt of the original. The machine

itself consisted of a wooden cabinet with a printing platform

over wnich the gelatin roll was str^cned and held in place by

means of ratchet wheels,

A duplicating machine whicn would reproduce copies from

t/pe was invented by Harry C. G-ammeter. His first model which

appeared in l^Ok. printed through a typewriter ribbon from type-

writer type attached to a rotary drum.

In 1907 a machine which combined the printing and duoli-

cating process was invented by John F. Liahlstedt. Tnis device

was a flat-bed printing press, vinich printea from printer's

type in either one or tv/o colors at one impression from print-

ing ink, and with the addition of a ribbon printed a third col-

or .

These early typee have been refined and remod^ed until

today there are five distinct metnods of making multiple copies

The stencil process, the gelatin process, tiie clay process,

the typesetting process, and tne automatic typewriting process.

The automatic t, pewriter could, perhaps, be classed as a sten-

cil duplicator, inasmucn as it works from a stencil; but tiie

fact tnat it a type7<Titer automatically driven makes a sep-

arate division necessary.

(Adapter from uffice Appliance /ianual and Office
Appliances Tv/enty-f ifth Anniversary ilagaz.ine June ltL9)





The outstanding developments in the duplicating field

are found in the achievements attained v/ith the stencil dup-

licators and metal type duplicators. In connection with the

duplicator the first thing is the stencil. The stencil orig-

inally was a v/axed sheet which has evolved into the Uermatype

stencil, a highly efficient dry stencil nov/ in universal use.

The stencil is placed in a typewriter from which the ribbon

has been removed so that the letters cut instead of being

printed, thus exposing the fibers through which the ink can

pass when the stencil is placed on the machine.

By means of a stylus, illustrations ana drawings and

hand-written matter can be stenciled, A special machine des-

igned for hand-work has an electric light placed beneath the

glass top which penetrates through the work being copied and

through the stencil thus making it easy to copy all kinds of

material

•

The duplicating machine consists of a hollov; , perforated

revolving cylinder partially covered with an ink pad. The ink

is applied to the inner surface of the cylinder and passes

through the perforations to the pad and openings of the stencil.

To make the copies the stencil is fastened to the cylinder

over the ink pad. A turn of the handle causes the cylinder to





revolve, thus bringing the stencil in contact, under light .

pressure, with the paper which has been fed to the machine.

The injc passes tlirough the letters or designs cut in the

stencil to the paper making an impression.

The highly developed rotary machines are operated by hand

or electric power, the latter being completely automatic in

operation, inking the stencil, feeding the paper and dis-

charging the finished sheets slip-sheeted at the rate of sev-

eral thousand per hour without attention except to start the

mechanism. When the paper runs out or a defective sheet

clogs the feed, the pov;er is automatically shut off.

js. small hand duplicator consists of a metal frame with

a felt ink pad attached to a perforated base through which

the ink is fed. The stencil is cut with a typewriter or

by hand with a stylus and adjusted to the stamp, and im-

pressions are made by direct pressure. This device is

especially useful for making return cards, office and shop

forms, bulletins, notices, envelope addresses, and the like.

Gelatin duplicators make copies by transferring the ink

from a ty^uewritten, handwritten, or drawn original to a

duplicating composition which dissolves and holds the ink on

its surface until ail the copies have been run off.

Small devices which reproduce copies by means of clay

composition are also available for duplicating. The original

(Adapted from Office Appliances' Twenty-fifth Anniver
June 1929.)
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is made with special ink in hard paper and placed face down

on the printing surface. It is then lifted off and a clean

sheet laid on to receive the impression.

ri.s stated before it is the stencil end raetal type dupli-

cators that are used extensively in business today and these

are the machines that will be explained more thoroughly here.

The gelatin and clay methods hava been mentioned as they are

still used to some extent in small businesses because of taeir

inexpensi veness.

The metal type duplicators are of two classes, the flat

bed and rotary. The Llultii^raph is the development of the

rotary type and in spite of many additions and refinements,

it stil] retains the basic idea with which it started, that of

a drum holding a type carrier and rotating on an axis. It has

an automatic inking arrangement, the paper passing between the

inked t^rpe and a roller somewhat after the principle of a ro-

tary printing press. This machine has been brought to a high

degree of efficiency. It will print either through a ribbon or

by direct inking process. It may be operated by hand or motor,

turning out worK of perfect uniforiiiity at high speed. Many

supplementary machines have been added which increase the

number of Jobs to which the machine may be adapted. One of

these Supplementary machines sets individual type in channels,

each forming a line of matter ready to be slipped into the ma-

chine. Another more recent au::ilary machine, the lleyboerd Com-

potype, operated by a motor and a typewriter-style keyboard,

(adapted from Office Appliances' Twenty-fifth Anniversary,
June. 19E9.)





embosses t\.in qujirter-ineh strips of aluminum drawn from a roll,

fcutomHtically cutting off at the right length ":hen the end of

the line is rejached ,
automatically placing the line in correct

relation with others and returning the .nechanism to the starting

point ready for the next line.

The flat ted caachine is found in the ilulticolor Press orig-

inally produced by the Lisenby Llanufac taring Company of Fresno,

California, l"ut recently purchased by the Addressograph Company

of Chicago. This machine prints from standard equipment foun-

dry type, linotype, monotype, flat electrotypes, flat zincs,

and half tones. It is really a small printing press, but is

particularly adapted to the production of color vvor>i, since

it has two ink: fountains, permitting the printing of two differ-

ent colors in one run, and in addition a device for printing

throuerh a typev^rlter ribbon, vmlch permits the printing of a

third color in the same run.

All idea of the adaptability of the various tyioes of dup-

licating machines csin be gained from the simple descriptions

that have been given. It is evident that anything hand-

written, typewritten, or drawn can be reproducac on these

machines.

To list the many worthwhile applical ions that business

concerns are finding for duplicating machinery, would take

many pages. Just a fsw of them are, besides form letters:

daily report =^heets, notices of f-'ice changes, ruled forms,

department nvitices, order blanks, territorial outlines and

maps, operating directions, house organs, and reports of one





form or another. In the executivs department is such material

e.s le.i^al forms, notices to stock holders, inventory forms, and

the like.

Shipping tags, index cards, time cards, vo"j.cher forms, order

blanks and siTiilar form material are required in most office

departments, i^nd in the correspondence branch of organizations

are such duplicating^ machine Jobs as postal cards, return

envelopes, copies of testimonials and so on. In accounting

departments are ledger forms, cashier slips, tabulations, and

the like. Among the less usual but thoroughly practical appli-

cation is that adopted by the Autocar Company, which makes some

of its shop dra^'?ings with a duplicator.

Much of the work of many clerks throughout the business

world consists in doing writing, either pencil pushing or type-

writing, that has already been done once b^^ somebody else, which

is time-consuming manual duplication. Frequently this is the

case with orders that are entered up by the salesmen and then

laboriously transcribed at the home office. Duplicating machines

eliminate this useless step in many concerns.

Today a survey of the 68 largest banks in the United

States and of the 64 largest life insurance companies, for

instance, showed that BOfo of these organizations were very

effectively being their o^in "printers" on quantities of form

letters and office forms. The great A. & P. stores use machine

equipment for letters, bulletins, and forms. The Hew York

(Adapted from an article by W. H. Leff ingv/all in
System p. 277.)





Jimes print letters and forms vith it and ao on down the list

of hundreds of thousands of users in all manner of vocations.

In Mombasa, British lilast Africa, an 88-page magazine is

printed, on the same type:, of aachinss which arp, used for

office work, by native boys who Lave had no previous experi-

ence or mechanical training, which is a glowing testimonial

to the simplicity of operation of these machines. The Reo

Llotors, Limited, of Sydney, Australia, incrsased their sales

over 400'/o by the use of letters produced perfectly and econ-

omically in their ov;n place of business. Arthur V^'heeler

Company of Leicester, Sngland, s-ay they turn out more letters,

perfectly executed, in a day with this equipment than they

could with forty typists,

The duplicating machine has established itself as a

valuable member of the office appliance family, since it has

already proved its worth as a machine that saves time and

money und assures accuracy.

(Adapted from an article by W. H. Leffingwall in
System p. 277.

)





Chapter X

.IDDAiSSdllJG IvlaCHIIIElS a!7D TH3IR Al'2 LICAT I Oil TO EUaiX33S;

3very office muat cop;;^ ^^ames and similar data to some degree

To do thip 'vorjc by hand would not only be very tiresome but

slov; and expensive as well. There is an addressing machine

for every office whether lEirge or sinall. There are hand

machines fitted for trie sraall business, and the large auto-

matic selector type for the lar??e lusiness. Handwork in

this line is es obsolete as hand 'Writing of correspondence.

i/hile addressing machines c-.re, of course, desia-ned pri-

marily for '"rit' Addresses yet that is not the limit of

their uses. They handle a wide scope of office work, as we

shall soon see.

To begin with the historical development of this ma-

chine we must go back to 1870. A patent was issued to James

McPatrich, of Lens, Illinois, on October 4, 1870, for a ma-

chine called the "McPatrich Mailer" which was, r? far as is

known, the first addressiJig machine. Securing a license

from the inventor, the 3hni ids wend i Lee Company, of Chicago

manufactured the Tiailor during the full term of the patent,

beginning in 1880. The original machine was adapted for use

in newspaper offices only. Later it was improved so as to

be useful in mercantile, manufacturing, and other concerns.

(Office Appliance Manual Chapter E5.)





In 1877, Frank D. Belknap, of Wooster, Ohio madg an

attempt to get away from hand addressing. The plan which

he devised was known as the electric pen method. He wrote

the names and addresses on a sheet of parchment paper with

an electrically operated pen and obtained additional add-

resses "by passing an inked roller over several sheets of

parchment containing the master addresses, the envelope or

matter to be addressed being placed under the sheet.

When the typewriter came into use, parchment paper, in-

stead of being used in long strips as in the earlier models,

was cut into individual pieces and pasted to a cardboard

frame, thus making the first addressing machine stencil.

These stencils were inserted into the typewriter, one at a

time, and the name and adcress cut into paper by the needle-

point type which the early stencil- cutting typewriters were

equipped. The stencils were then fed through the addressing

machine and the envelope addressed, the outline of the

letters being dotted.

Another keyboard machine which embossed names and ad-

dresses on paper and metal, was invented by Walter Crane.

Then brass was used for the handling and correction of cer-

tain lists. The thin brass was in continuous long strips,

and to make removals and additions it was necessary to cut

the long strips and solder them together to maintain proper

assortment. Special machines were develeped and built to

cut and solder the ends together. To print the addresses

the continuous strips of brass were run over a drum on high-

speed addressing machines, winding automatically from one
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reel to another as tlie addresses were printed. Later individ-

ually hinged address plates of thin aluminum were substituted

for the brass strips.

Joseph S. Duncan, of Sioux City, Iowa, glued some rubber-

stamp addresses on a large metal drum which revolves on an axis.

Pressure on the cards or envelope the stamper arm under which

the rubber stamps passed, produced an address on the card, the

drum being so arranged as to advance automatically for the

iJipression of the next adoress. Soon, rubber type was dis-

carded in favor of the more speedy metal address plates which

are so quickly embossed with exact typewriter style type.

In 1897 Sterling Elliott devised a machine for his own

use, and in 1901 Stanford C. Cox, of r.oclc Rapids, Iowa, patented

a machine which automatically imprinted from slugs directly on

the margin of the newspaper. This machine was afterward elabo-

rated 80 that it cut a narrow wrapper from a roll, folded and

sealed the newspaper in it, and separated the list for towns

and routes, all at a high rate of speed.

Although many changes have been made in these six models

yet in the basic principles the addressing machines today are

very similar to those invented by these pioneers.

Perhaps the most important development in addressing

machines since they were first invented is the automatic

selector. In using the early machines it was necessary for

the operator to watch the stencils as they passed through the

(Office Appliances' Twenty-fifth Anniversary, June 1929 p.49
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machine and to skip suoh names and addresses as might not be

desired in that particular line. It was to relieve the oper-

ator of this task and to make s\ire that there would be imprint-

ed only those names and addresses which were intended to be

used, that the automatic selecting device was invented.

Automatic selector systems require a mechanical record en

each stencil and an attachment which controls the imprinting

mechanism in accordance with the mechanical record on the stencil

or plate. The group or groups in which a name and address be-

long are indicated in the case of the metal address plate by

means of metal tabs and with the paper or parchment stencil by

means of punch-holes in the cardboard frame.

To secure imprints of all the stencils representing names

coming within a certain group or combination of (groups, it is

necessary only tc set the selector device accordingly, and the

machine automatically selects the stencils which belong in the

desired group and passes by those which are not required. This

machine does everything which can be done by hand and with a

speed and accuracy beyond the possibilities of hand addressing.

Addressing machines may be classified as follows: first,

those which print from metal plates; second, those which print

through fiber stencils; and third, those which print from

galley type or linotype slugs.

The systems which utilize metal address plates for the

printing process consist of four distinct pieces of equipment:

the metal plates, the machines which emboss the required data

(Office Appliances* Twenty-fifth Anniversary, June 1929 p. 49)
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on the plates, the addressing machine itself, and the accomr

panying files and trays.

Metal address plates are made of pure zinc, zinc alloy,

or aluminum. The machine which em^bosses the name, address,

and other- data on the plate consists of a complete set of

punches and dies comprising the alphabet, numerals, and char-

acters of punctuation. After a blank plate has been inserted,

the characters desired are selected by an indicator and a pull

on an operating handle causes that character to be stamped into

the metal. The embossing varies with different models but in

the main this is the process followed. The addressing machine

may be hand-operated, or driven by foot-lever or electrically,

or for the lar^e user, there is the high-speed automatic feed

models* A handful of address plates is placed in the rear

magazine, and the envelope or form to be addressed placed at

the printing point underneath the handle. The plates autorrat-

ically pass from the rear magazine to the printing point at

each operation of the handle, and drop into the front magazine.

Duplicating and repeating attachments permit the printing of

two or more iuCipress ions from the same plate, A dating attach-

ment prints the date to the left or right of the name on

letters, statements, and above the employee's najne on pay forms,

and the like. A lister attachment feeds sheets and lists names

and other information in desired columns. From 1,00C to 1,5G0

impressions may be made in an hour with this type of machine.

In addressing machines which print through fiber stencils,

typewriters with stencil-cutting attachments take the place of
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embossing machines. The fiber stencil has two parts, the

stencil itself and the frame on which it is mounted. The

stencil is a vegetable Japanese fiber paper, which is fibrous,

almost transparent, and covered with a special gelatinous

coating. There are two kinds of frames, the one which carry

the stencil panel and the one called the record card, which

provides a printed form for recording data, symbols, and

classifications concerning the name on the stencil.

Vihen cutting the stencil on a typewriter, the ribbon is

first removed and the stencil-cutting attachment affixed,

then the stencil is cut by the typewriter keys. However,

instead of printing what is typed, txie typewriter cuts the

letters in the coating, exposing the fiber through which

the ink passes when the stencil is run through the addressing

machine. The frame on whicn the stencil is mounted provides

the rigidity and thickness necessary to feed the stencil

through the addressing machine in the correct manner. The

addressing machine for use \7ith these stencils is very simi-

lar to the one used with the metal plates. The stencils are

placed in a hopper, corresponaing to the magazine in the

other machine, and the operation of the handle causes them

to move to the printing position where the envelope, or

other matter to be addressed, is inserted and, after the im-

print is made, they move along the runway into the lower

hopper

.

Machines which print from type slugs utilize linotype,

intertype, or linograph slugs for printing. The slugs are

cast on machines of this type by an experienced operator.

These machines are never used in connection ¥/ith addressing





work only, but primarily for setting up copy for newspapers,

magazines, books, and so forth.

The uses to viiich the various types of addressing

machines may be put,. as well as their efficiency, is well

illustrated in the following eztract from an article in

System for July, 1928.

"Not alvrays do office appliances or equipment render

their fullest service; for frequently purchased to meet

a single, urgent need, other effective uses of the office

machine are neglected.

"This statement can be truly applied to the addressing

machine. At first it was used to "..rite long lists of

names and addresses ti.at occur daily and that had to be

transcribed by xiand. Because of this first use of the

machine, few have any idea of the wide range of uses to

which this equipment is now put in small plants as well

as in large establishments.

"Newspapers and other publications made use of the

addressing macnine for its mailinei list, and so addressing

was supposed to be its only function. But nowadays to

assume that this type of equipment is limited to mail

addressing is as faulty as to presume that every brief-

case on the street is carried by a lawyer.

(l)"For example, notice what happ.-ns v/hen a depositor

presents himself at the New Account Window of the ilerchants

and Savings Bank, Los Angeles, .^e is asked to wrioe his

name and address on a deposit slip; ti.is done, he is asked





to fill out two signature cards. And the slip, after a

notation by "Che teller es to the kind of aocount he aesired,

is handed to a girl in the New Account Department. She

aakes out an addressplate or stencil which also carries the

account number, and with it iimaediately prints this address

ana account nuiaber in seven places; on the deposit slip, on

the pass-book, on the leu^er page, on tie statement-receipt

card, ana on the envelope to be usea in sending a thank-you

letter. And til this is done before the aepositor has l inished

filling out the signature cards. Then the signature c&rds

are similsrly imprintea and stencil filed in a handy reference

file in alphabetic order,

"So from si.i.ple magazine wrapper and envelope addressing

has grown a vast application which incluaes a wide range of

activities, some of which overlap each other, >'or instance,

this machine plays a large and useful part in the routine of

marketing, scheduling, record-keeping, mailing, routing, im-

printing, and identifying,

"And in e'.ch of these functions there is a large list of sep-

arate uses. Take the recora-keeping function, tnd you may

find any or ell of the follovi/ing applications for this class

of equipment: for heading up the ledger sheets, customer*

s

statements, and index csrds in the general accounting records;

for use on tabulating cards, lists or sheets, tags, U n labels,

price sheets, and stock-ledger sheets on inventory records;

for invoices, purchase records, inaex cards, and file folders

in connection with oraer records; for tab cards, cost-record





sheets and cares, requisitions, labor tickets, and Vouchers tr

use in the cost-accounting system; and for such miscellan-

eous records as visible-file cards, file folders, drawer labels,

and the like,

" Or take the use of this kind of office equipment as

applied to a production control system. The installation

in a medium-sized Chicago manufacturing plant offers an ex-

cellent exaiaple in point. Here is an application far remov-

ed from the mere addressing of envelOj^es, In fact to describe

this applicotion in detail is en article in itself. But briefly,

this installation which saves its cost five times over in

the first yeer, helps make possible these seven things; (1)

it eliminates costly errors; (2) it speeds up production; (i'^)

it reduces clerical costs; (4) it provides a complete control

of production; (5) it increases productive time of operators;

(6) it simplifies pay-roll and c ost recording; (7) and it

schedules and routes work more effectively,

"The basis of this productive control system is a com-

plete file of card-index address-plates or stencils, one master

plate or stencil for each standard part, followed by one op-

eration piste or stencil for each operation involved in the

construction of the respective pert."

The above Quotation is from "How ivtodern Practice Solves
Today* s Problems", System, July 1928, p. 174,





Chapter XI

COIN HAJTDLniG MjiCHINES: Metal coins were used by practically

all of the ancient civilized nations and have "been through-

out history a favorite medium of excnange. It is therefore

not surprising that at the "beginning of this century there

were machines for sorting, counting, and wrapping coins.

Some of these machines performed quite satisfactorily the

work for which they were intended and were installed in "banks,

mints, department stores, and other institutions which handle

large amounts of specie. In this class of coin-handling ma-

chines are a number which have been improved mechanically so

that today they perform efficiently either one or more of the

following operations in the handling of coins: sorting; dis-

carding worn, bent, and otherwise imperfect coins; counting

and registering, wrapping and bagging. Such machines, how-

ever, are not adapted for economical use in the average of-

fice .

There is' a second type of coin-handling machine which is

an office machine used in many different lines of business

both for making up payrolls and making change. It is the

automatic change-maker. Change-makers have been on the mar-

ket for about a decade. Their ancestor is the coin tray, a

product of the sent century. Some models of coin trays

had a coin ejecting lever by means of which coins were pushed

out from the bottom of the pile into the hand of the operator

or into a receptacle. The coin-holders used by street car

(Office Appliances' Twenty-fifth Anniversary, June 1929,
p.66)
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conductors in some cities are a development of the coin tray.

The change-maker, although distantly related to the coin

tray, is so big a development that it may be called a new

machine. The change-making machine has a keyboard which is

mechanically connected with a receptacle holding piles of

coins separated according to their denominations. To pay cut

change it is necessary only to depress the proper keys.

Keyboard change-makers are of two types. With the first

type the operator presses keys corresponding to the coins which

are required for change. A second type of change-making machine

goes still further and relieves the cashier of the work of

computing the amount of change. With this latter type of

automatic change-making machine the operator, knowing the amount

of the sale, depresses the key which indicates the amount and

the machine automatically computes and delivers the correct

coin change.

The popularity of coin-handling machines in general and

change-making machines in particular is one of the results of

the phenomenal increase in commercial transactions during the

past decade. Speed has become an increasingly important factor

from the standpoint of both purchaser and seller. Yet accuracy

in handling money is no less necessary today than when time did

not seem so valuable a factor. Coin-handling machines not only

facilitate specie transactions but also satisfy the fundamental

requirements of accuracy.
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Chapter 7. 1

1

LISojiLLAlJSOob Ox^FIGii: LiiiCHIlJZij aIJL ^.CCSiioOi-.IZS ; The office

equipment industry embraces a wide line of production, some

of v/hich is essential in every offics. Its ranr;e reaches

from pins to safes; from paper to loose ]eaf systems; from

a aingle card index; to the Sicill of artist and artisan

expressed in the impressive equipment of the office beautiful;

from the simple pencil sharpener which has invaded office,

school, and home, up through, a lir.e of office machines for

every purpose.

Among the products are many marvels of mechanical in-

genuity for systems and savings whi^h effect sufficient econ-

omy in usage to return their purchasa price vithin a few month

and thereafter contribute to the profit of the user, without

the products of this industry the world's business would be

halt and lame.

How impossible it v/ould be, here, to present a review

of all th'^'pe machines is evident ./hen you attempt to classify

and iiame them. I have tried in this thesis to select for em-

phasis those machines v.hich might be termed "Key products'* in

that they ar^. the most important and the most extensively U3ed

in business of the hundreds of office appliances.

Hany of the smaller macrxines are necessary cogs in the

business v/orld and without them the system could not function

properly, but b=^.cause of their 3i:nj;licity of structure or be-

cause they are very well kno^'n I have not included them in the

machines to be aesGri>>ed. a partial list of such machines are

cash registers, stamp afflxers, check protectors, envelope
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openers and sealing Maohines, datins: and numbsring dpvices,

postul IV ly I, ins mucMnes, inserting machines, and many others.

Tnis enuasr^it i or vould be far fron co^njlets if no men-

tion v.'ere made of the small tools of business, v'nich in their

small way ^re just ts essential as the lars-e*:* cevices, I'hey

ere such things as paper fasteners, staplers, board clips,

caloncars, rulers, thumb tao^is ,
push pins, shears, waste ba'3-

iiets, telephone bracicetg, brusrtes, boo-: rings, and so forth

and so forth.

IX well Known v/holesale stationer carries 14,000 different

items from the above list v7?iich shows the part they play in

a well systemize'-- office plan.

.-ilso there are the filing systems v-;ithout which business

vroula be reduceo to chaos. «.nd so one might go on filing

volume after volume r.'ith these 'Jvonders of the modern civiliz'=^d

\7oria and ';;'ith the remariiable advance that has been m-jde within

very recent years. In closing, h07v'ever, vast a thought about

the future of this industry. it is beyond the imagination to

see ho'v business will be speeded up in the ne::t t'/.'enty-f i ve

years if it continues at the pace set in the last ten years.

If it does continue, as we have every reason to believe it will,

however, in no factory or labrsitory shop v;ill worl-L be done vvith

any more efficiency, speed, and accuracy than in the up-to-the-

minute office.
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Chapter 13

OiJ-FlOiL APPLIAi:cji; i;:STRUUTIOr: If business is going to be

done by machinery, as has been shown quite definitel;'- by the

precedinf: chapters, it is evident that there must be instruc-

tion cn these machines. The question then arises where is that

instruction to be £;iven? In the same way that all skilled wc.rk

of a technical nature had to pass through the introductory stage,

so the office machines had to go through that same period.

?nien young Felt stsrted out to sell his first one hundred cal-

culators, nc doubt, the bccickeeper who succumbed to his en-

treaties and bought the machine was irxstructed by hira in its

use

.

As the business grew, the apprenticeship method was used,

Just as the technical slcills in mediaeval r^irope were taught

by the master craftsmen, for years and years as the only means

of instruction in the technical shop. So when office machines

were first introduced the manager or one of the head clerks was

first taught to use the machine by the salesman, and he in turn

instructed the others in the office. That method is still in

use to a considerable extent on many of the more easily learned

machines. When the first machine is installed a representative

from the sales office takes one or more employees of the firm

buying the machine and instructs them in its use, either in

their own office or at the sales rooms. A few hours a day soon

gives them enough knowledge so that they can start using the

machine and by degrees they become skilled operators.
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Felt and Tarrant, manufacturers of lie Coraptoraeter

,

early started a school in connection \,ith their sales-

rooms to train operators on the Comptometer, Today Comp-

tometer schools c; re located, one in each of over 100 dif-

ferent cities throughout the United States ana Canada, Thou-

sands of operators are graduated annually from these schools,

and yet business continues io call . or r.ore.

Besides teaching students ho)\ zo add, subtract, r;:ultiply,

and diviae on ihe machine with great speed and accuracy, the

Comptometer course includes careful instruction in commercial

arithmetic, such as the pui^ils L.ay be called upon to use in

various lines oi business.

The course, on the average, is from 8 to 10 wee;--s, in

day classes. The xength of ohe corse depends upon the ra-

pidity T/ith T/hi jh the operator acquires speed. At the Comp-

toueter school a girl is requirea oo add 60 long colum^ns of

from four to five figures in an hour. To acquire this pro-

ficiency tal^es about 300 hours of practice. At present the

Boston Comptometer school instructors are trai ning a class

at the Boston anc. Liaine Railroad office in adcition to their

own school. One hundred of the en.ployees of that office,

stenographers anQ typists, :.eet Tuesdays and Thursceys froDi

5:30 to 7:30 for instruction. The railroad company furnish

the room ana machines ana uhe Comptometer people give free

instruction.

The inf onr.at ion with regard to the above schools was

obtained from agents of ohe Comptometer ana Burroughs Compan ie





The tuition at the regular Co'nptoraeter achool is a

standard amount at all the schools, the present time the

charge is ^50.

The Burroughs Company have schools liice the Comptometer

for the instruction of operators on their machines. Their

course on the calculator is very similar to the Comptometer

course, lut on account of the number of different types of

machines, the Eurrou^ihs people have several courses. There

is a room for calculators, one for bookiieeping machines, and

another for the Iloon-Hopkins machine.

Other manufacturers of office appliances , if they do not

have schools, give individual instructioii at their offices.

Because of the great demand for operators in the lajt

five years, the high schooli^ of the United 3t«ftes have heard

the call and opened office machines rooms, in connection

with the commercial course, to train pupils for business.

It is, however, rather difficult to tell ^'ust how far to

carry this instruction in secondary schools, just what ma-

chines to invest in, what grade of pupils should ta^ce the

woric, and what £ind of training should be given.

In order to gather some knowleage a^ to what was being

done in this subject by different schools, a questionnaire

v/as sent to typical schools in and around Boston, and else-

where. The following pages v/ill give a summary of the in-

formation qh tfiose questionnaires from which some con-

clusions "ill be drawn in the final chapters of the thesis.

The questionnaire sent to the schools asked for returns
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on the following topics:

1. Course of study

2. IJachines used

Z. r'upils using the machines

4. Plan followed in the arranrement of the room or room

b. liethod of instruction

o. Placement

The information £S reconstructed in these pages will

follow the same outline.

A Course in Office Appliance at

Lynn Snglish High School.

The course in office appliances at Lymi, is a required

sub;*ect for the seniors of the stenographic and bookkeeping

courses. It meets 4 times a week and earns a credit of 4

points. Filing is an elective which is a double period' in

addition to the machine work with a credit of one point.

Senior pupils v/no do not have either shorthand or bookkeeping

are eligible for this course if the/ have an aptitude and

ability for arithmetic and know something of the principles

of bookkeeping.

There are six divisions of 26 pupils each or a total of

156 pupils using the machines every day.

One room is used for all the machines vith one teacher

in charge of the office appliance instruction and two teacher

for the filing, i'or filing the material used is from the

Library Bureau Individual Filing sets and the filing cabinets

occupy the front I'ight hand corner.





In addition to the filjng the -follo^ving machines -are

grouped >as Tar as rossitle according to tyres:

9 Monroe Calculators

9 Comptometers

1 Sdi phone '.vith four-way having

tube and 4 t^pev^^r i ters

1 Underwood Boo/ikeeping

1 Burroughs Bookkeeping

1 ilulti graph

1 Uimeograph

1 Type"^riter for stencil cutting

Group and individual instruction is given on tiie iildi-

phone and Ccilculhtors , but individual instruction on the

other appliances. The tirne spent on each machine varies

froLo eight to twelve a7e6ks on the Monroe, Comptometer, and

Sdiphone and from :^ix to eight '-eeks on the bookkeeping ma-

chines. Only pupils .7ith a special fitness for bookkeeping

are allo^/7ed to use the bookkeeping machines.

About 10^ of the graduates are pltced each year in posi-

tions which require use of these machines.

The purpose of the course is to train for vocational use.

Information from questionnaire sent to Lynn Classical
High School.
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A Course in Office Appliances at

Everett Senior High School

The course in Office Appliances at Everett High School

is a required subject in the Senior year for all commercial

pupils whether in the General Business, Bookkeeping or

Stenographic courses. Two periods a week of 40 minutes each are

used for instruction. A"bout 14 or 15 periods is the approxi-

mate time spent on each machine.

The following machines are all in one room without any-

special plan of arrangement excepting that of convenience

and lighting:

2 Burroughs Calculators 2 Dictaphones

2 Monroe Calculators 1 Ediphone

2 Comptometers 1 Llimeograph

1 Burroughs Listing 1 Mimeo scope

2 Wales Listing 1 llultigraph

1 Sundstrand Listing 1 Addressograph

1 Remington Billing

All instruction is individual and the purpose of the

training is to gain a working knowledge of the machines rather

than to fit for vocational use.

Information from questionnaire sent to Everett Senior
High School.
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A Course in Office Practice at

Memorial High School for Girls

Boston, Mass.

The course in Office Practice at !v''eraorial High School for

Girls is perhaps the most advanced and most thoroughly equipped

secondary office practice course in the eastern part of the

United States. Three courses are offered in this subject:

I Office Practice for Bookkeepers

II Office Practice for Secretaries

III Office Practice for General Clerks

Course I is open to Seniors v;ho elect shorthand and

typewriting and bookkeeping. The course meets every day and

counts 5 points. Moreover, all the machines are open to sen-

iors of this group.

Course II ir open to seniors who elect shorthand and

typewriting without bookkeeping. Course II carries 2 points

and includes instruction on the dictaphone, duplicating ma-

chine, calculating and listing machines, billing machines,

switchboard and filing.

Course III carries 5 points and is open to seniors who

have failed in shorthand or typevi^riting or who are repeating

a year. It may not be elected by girls who have not had at

least one year of typewriting. This course offers instruc-

tion in only the following machines: dictaphone, duplicat-

ing machine, billing machines, calculating and listing ma-

chines and filing.

All the office practice equipment is pooled in one place.





two adjoining rooms made into a single large one^with ma-

chines for each kind of work making a unit as far as possibl

The following is a list of the equipment.

Memorial High School for Girls

MACHINES, June, 19£9 Number of
Machines

I Addressograph see Elliott addressograph 1

II Beck duplicator see hectograph 1

III Bernard eyelet punch see punch 1

IV Burrough's
lo Bookkeeping 1
2. Calculators-hand driven 7
3. Listing-hajid driven 2
4, Listing and statement-electrically driven 1
5, Portable statement-hand driven 1

V Check writer see Todd check protectograph 1

VI Comptometer 1

VII rictaphone-8 clariphones 1

VIII Ediphone dictating and transcribing-8 clariphonesl

rx. Ediphone shaving 1

X Elliott addressograph see addressograph 1

11 Elliott Fisher bookkeeping-5 totalizers 1

XII Hectograph see Beck duplicator 1

XIII Hotchkiss staplers 2

XIV Letter press 1

XV Marchant-hand driven 1

XVI Mimeograph
1. Hand driven 1
2, Electrically driven 1

XVII Monroe
1. Hand driven 2
2. Electrically driven 1
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MACEnra, June, 1929 ITtunber of
(Continued) Machines

XVIII Moon Hopkins
1. Billing 1
2. Bookkeeping 1

Xn Mult istamp 1

XX Numbering stamp 1

XXI Paper Cutter 1

XXII Punch see Bernard eyelet punch 1

XXIII Remington
!• Billing typewriters

a. Without totalizers Z
b. With one totalizer 1

2* Bookkeeping with 1
3 totalizers
1 dummy
1 cross footer

HIV Time clock stamp 1

XXV Todd Check protectograph see check writer 1

XXVI Typewriters
1. L. C. Smith
2. Remington
3 . Royal
4. Underwood
5. Woodstock

XXVII Underwood bookkeeping 1
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The office practice room is in use seven periods a day

with, a class of 20 each period which gives instruction to

from 250 to 275. The instruction is almost entirely individ-

ual, and the girls remain on one machine tintil they have a

working knowledge and then go on to the next machine.

In 1929 there were 203 graduates from this school placed

in office positions and 129 of these girls are using a ma-

chine of some kind,*

Office Practice in the Senior High School,

Baltimore, Maryland.

In the Baltimore High Schools, office practice is made

aji elective in the eleventh year, five periods per week.

Students are taken through a general course, some time , "being

spent on each t^rpe of equipment. In the twelfth year, the

student chooses two or tliree types of eQ.uipment and is then

trained to the point of efficiency where the employment de-

partment of the concern selling that particular equipment

is willing to place her in £. position. In an anticipated

curriculum revision, provision will "be made for giving the

eleventh year course to the twelfth year stenographer

students.

In two of the day high schools the job sheet method

of instruction is in use. In a certain evening school it

is necessary to run the office practice room four nights a

^Information from questionnaire sent to Memorial High
School for Girls, Roxhury, Mass,
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week. These evening groups are made up of employed people

who see the necessity for self- improvement

•

The office practice room is a full-sized class room

eciuipped with one common type bookkeeping and statement

machine; one each of the commonly used types of "billing

equipment; several calculating machines of the three types,

crank-driven, key-driven, and ten key; one or two listing

machines; addressing equipment; a seniors multigraph with

three or four drums; necessary typesetters and equipment;

a mimeograph; dictaphone equipment with three transcribers;

tiiree typewriters for use with the dictaphones; and students*

filing sets,*

Office Appliance Instruction in the High School at

Pontiac, llichig-an.

The course in machine bookkeeping is given to pupils

in the eleventh and twelfth grades. The work is taught as

part of the regular bookkeeping course. After the pupils

have been taught and have a good understanding of the fun-

damental principles of bookkeeping, they are assigned to

work on the machines, and work two and three periods a week;

one pupil works Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and another

pupil uses the same machine on Tuesdays and Thursdays. All

pupils work 45 minutes per day, and use one of their free

periods for this work. Pupils are first given a sufficient

^Information adapted from Bulletin of Education prepared
by Clyde 3. "^^geworth, Supervisor of Commercial Education,
Baltimore, Maryland.
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.mimber of lessons to "become familiar with the manipulation

of the machine. After they have ac(iUirecL a working knowledge

of the machine they take up the commercial work. The plan of

instruction is jbased on the method of "bookkeeping used by

business institutions which use the ledger posting machine

and is similar to the system in use at the General Motors

Truck Plant, who employ some of the pupils.

Accounts receivable only is used for teaching this work,

since the handling of accounts payable is very similar end

presents no difficulties. Accounts are kept with customers

involving the handling of sales and receipts of payments on

account. The pupils use invoices and credit memoranda which

have been prepared for them and are much like the data that

comes to the machine operator in an office. If a more extended

course is desired, accoiints payable may also be used.

After the commercial work is completed, the bank work is

taken up. This involves the handling of checks, and deposits,

and statements, and ledger sheets.

The billing machine is taught in the same manner as the

ledger posting miachines. This course also is planned to meet

the particular need of businesses which use this type of ma-

chine, such as the Oakland Motor Car Company. From a survey

it was found that the billing machine was used largely for

extending invoices, figuring discounts, and recording net

Adapted from an article by J. C. Springman in the
Balance Sheet Dec. 1925. ?.Ir. Springman is director of the
Commercial Department at Pontiac.
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amounts. A minimiuii dey's work for an operator on the 'billing

machine at the Oakland Fotor Car Company is two hundred invoices,

and is considered eq.ual to the work of four people working

without the machine. The largest number of invoices turned out

hy an operator at the Oakland is three hundred sixty- four.

The pupils are advised that their efficiency and usefulness

depends upon the volume of work they turn out.

About three months of one period a day is ample time for

the courses on the bookkeeping machines. Prom ten to fifteen

periods are necessary to teach the proper manipulation of the

machine. Additional time is provided where necessary. A

sufficient quantity of work is given for a good working know-

ledge of the machine and for developing neatness, accuracy,

and skill.

Machine calcolation is taught with the same idea in mind

as the bookkeeping and billing machines, that is, to train

pupils for the kind of work they will be called upon to do in

an office. Addition, payroll, extension of invoices, and

discounts are the types of work for which these machines are

most used in Pontiac. While all phases of arithmetic are

taught, those which are most used in actual office work are

emphasized in this course. One period a day throughout the

year is given to machine calculation. Whenever possible, and

a pupil so desires, two periods a day may be taken, and the

course completed in one semester. The course presupposes

the work in commercial arithmetic

•
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In the preceding pages the matter of instruction on office

machines in private and secondary high schools has been developed

and it now remains to sho\v what colleges are doing in this line*

The Course in Office Organization at

Simmons College.

The course at Simmons consists of lectures, recitations,

and laboratory work. In the lectures and recitations the follow-

ing topics are considered: the history of the office, a study

of typical office departments, the problems involved in ana-

lyzing the work and personnel of the office, the distinction

between the large and the small office, and sources of informa-

tion for office executives. The work in the laboratory deals

with the following: a comprehensive survey of office appli-

ances, a consideration of the problem of the use of mechani-

cal devices, and sufficient practice in the most coii^-.^only

used office appliances to insure intelligent operation.

Two hours each week for a period of thirteen weeks is

devoted to lecture and recitation and three two-hour periods

for the same length of time is devoted to practical laboratory

worko Students are permitted to spend extra time in study

and use of those appliances which interest them particularly.

The laboratory room is eQ.uipped with the following

machines

:

(1) Burroughs electric bookkeeping machine

(2) Comptometer

(3) Dalton direct subtracting "LIultiplex machine"
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(4) Slide Rule

(5) Underwood continuous fan- fold "biller.

(6) Rei-iinfton-'Vahl accounting rnachine

(7) Underwood bookkeeping machine

(8) Ediphone

(9) Ditto duplicating machine

(IC) ludison-Dick nimeograph mimecscope.

(11) Fammcnd typewriter

(12) Senior multigraph. Junior multigraph.

The purpose of the course is to acc^uaint the pupils

with the machines, rather than to give a practical working

knowledge

•

CF?IC'5 PRACTICE COUHS-S

at

CCLL^XE C7 rHACTIC^^L /RTS AICL LETTERS.

BOSTON WI'^raSIT'v.

The course at the College of Practical Arts consists

of lectures, discussions, laboratory demonstratior. and prac-

tice, conferences, c^uizzes, and exa'ninations . The purpose

of the lectures is to explain the subject matter, expound

the principles, make clear the purpose of the work being

done, and furnish necessary and interesting illustrations.

The purpose of the laboratory work is to develop fa-

miliarity with and competency in the use of equipment and

Information adopted from circular of Simmons College

and interview.
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other office facilities; to give practice in subjects where

practice is necessary and desirable; anc to give the student

actual modern office conditions, as far as possible.

The subjects of indexing and filing are taken up very-

early in the lectures so as to enable the necessary labora-

tory work to be started promptly. The dictating machines

are demonstrated in the lecture room early in the course,

giving full details as to their operation and care, includ-

ing special precautions to be observed in handling the ma-

chines,

l^xcept for these two laboratory departments, no demon-

stration or discussion of the office machines is contemplated

in the lectures. It is felt that such discussions and demon-

stration is more valuable in the laboratory group where each

machine can be handled by each individual member of the group

immediately following the discussion and demonstration.

The laboratory work is conducted along departmental lines

The following departments are provided for: multigraph,

mimeograph, ditto, dictaphone, filing, statistical (which

includes adding machines, calculator, slide rule, and pro-

tectograph), telephone, telegraph, Hooven, and addressing.

As far as possible only five students are assigned to a de-

partment at one time, with the exception of the filing de-

partment, to which ten students may be assigned. "Sach de-

partment continues its work for as many periods as seems

necessary to do a good Job. After the members of a depart-

ment have finished their work in that department, they





change to a new department.

The instructor demonstrates the use of the machine or

eq.uipment, carrying through the complete operation from

start to finish. Then the steps are taken up, one at a

time, as follows: the instructor shows the group one step

at a time and has each student perform that step immediately

afterward, under the instructor's personal supervision, and

"before the next step is taken. When all the steps have

been taken in this manner then the student proceeds to

practice in that department.

In general the courses in Office Appliances in the

colleges are a course in theory rather than to train for

efficient use of the machines. In a consideration of

training for a vocational use, therefore, these institutions

are eliminated.

The information in regs^C to the College of Liberal
Arts was adapted from a syllabus of their course.
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From the date, ^ust given the following conclusions in

regard to instruction on office appliances is evident:

1. That there is no definite standard either in method o
instruction or arrangement of eciuipment.

£. ^hat no thought has: been given to training for ef-
ficient, skilled work.

3. That no definite time system ha:: been worked out for
instruction on the different types.

4. '^'hat only seniors or pupils of advanced standing are
allowed to take the course.

5. That the whole plan is in more or less of an embry-
onic stage.

More mil be said on this subject in the chapter, "The

Place of Office Practice in the School Curriculum."
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THE PLAC2 0? OFFIGIi; PRiVOTIGS IN TIIE SCHOOL CURRICULUM

GIIAPTLR XiV'

The eomaeroial curriculuin in any hii^h. school is in-

co..iplete and inadequate if it does not have a good course

in office ap^}j.i::,nceG . " achines are displucing hand vrork

in every line of productive enterprise, and whenever

possible they are applied to office v/ork to increase pro-

duction. Business today is confrontea v/itli the procleii of

naxiLiun: output at a reduced cost per unit. The successful

business uill be one that can reduce the expense per unit

of .)roduction. If the expenses of })roduction are to be

reduced, the labor factor rriust be reduced and the capital

factor increased. It uill be necessary for the office

force to turn out the largest possible voluine of v;ork in

a .^iven tine. This calls for the use of office appliances

to their full capacity; for expensive ecuipraent, to be

profitable, cannot b.- iaie. i'he operation of this equipment

requires operators who are thoroughly trained, and v;ho can

adjust theiiiselves v/ith a rainimum waste of time and effort to

the particular kind of idachine v;ork that they v;ill be called

upon to do.

The equipment for high schools should include those

appliances v/hic:i require extensive training to turn out

qualified operators and also nachines Yi^hich will be widely

used in business. great many of the jTiachines in use in

industry require little if any trainin^ ^..cj^z on the par-

ticular i.'ork for which they are designer . oreover, riost

of these laachines are very expensive. Obviously, therefore,





it would simply be a waste of money to put sucii machines in

an office practice course in public schools. For instance,

such machines as the letter folder and staniper, tne addressing

machines, the distributor, and others of a like kind require

only a few nours of instruction and their cost runs into thou-

sands of dollars. On these machines, also, the employer pre-

fers to give the instruction, and would not enga^^e a high

school pupil who nad had some instruction in preference to

one wno had none.

The equipment suitable for school instruction might be

grouped under the following heauings: Calculating machines,

Filing and Indexing material, Bookkeeping machines, Duplica-

ting. Billing, and Dictating Machines.

From the chapter on Instruction in Office Machines it

is evident that most of the secondary schools at present use

one or two rooms for all the different kind of machines,

grouping them as best they may. \7hen two rooms are used, the

calculating, bookkeeping and billing machines are arranged

in one room and the dictating and duplicating machines in

another

.

in the follo?;ing pages fere extracts from several promin-

ent people in the educational world which may help us in

coming to some conclusions on office practice in business and

secondary schools. The subjects to be considered are:

1. Equipment and arrangement 5. Time devoted to the
subject

2. Place in the curriculum 6. Nature of the course

Grade of pupils 7. Value to students

4, The teacher 8. Value to business





CHAPTER XV

TH3 PART 0? BUSI:T3S3 SCHOOL VJ TRAINING 0FFIC3

WORilSRS BY W. H. LEAFINGW3LL

W. H. Leff iiigwell , of New Yor.c, as a representative of

the National Association of Office Managers, gave an address

before the Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association of 1926,

on "The Part of the Business School in Training Office V/oric-

ers" which aight well be considered under this discussion of

the curriculum. He shows 7/hat the business school is doing

or not doins; in office practice.

(1) "Let me briefly sketch vvhat has happened in the office

during the past generation or so. In the nineties, began the

great combinations of business, a movement that has been pro-

ceeding steadily ever since. Viihile there were but 172,000

clerKS in 1880, there are now nearly three million, which means

that while the population has only doubled since then the num-

ber of clerical workers has increased seventeen fold. This

tremendous growth in the number of clerical workers has been

accompanied also by a steady increase in the use of labor saving

office machinery. V.Tiile the office worker of the old days was

expected to exercise no small amount of cerebral activity, the

office workp.r of today is apparently either incapable of such

activity, or is expected to only act initiatively or in a

machine- like manner.

"Only yesterday I came across the following illustrative

example: In a certain office they had difficulty in the opera-

tion of figuring statements so as to anticipate payment and

(1) The Part of the Business School in Training Office
V/orkers by ,;. h. Leffingwell, New York. An address before the
Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association 1926 p. 106.
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find the average due date. As my listeners v/ill understand,

the figuring of average due dates is a mathematical problem

of some difficulty and quite beyond the cental capacity of

the average clerk who is put upon the v/ork, that is, he is in-

capable of intelligently understanding the process. It has

been found, however, that it can be learned imitatively with

relative ease by anyone capable of multiplying and dividing.

I call particular attention, however, to the fact that it is

learned imitatively and not comprehended mathematically—like

many other calculating processes. The output of the operator

on this work was very low. To discover the particular diffi-

culty, I asked to see the operation actually performed. The

young lady on this task, was a comptometer operator and kne?/

how to use the machine, yet part of the operation— the multi-

plying and dividing—was done with a pencil and paper, while

the addition alone was done on the comptometer, hlien I

questioned her, I discovered that the head of the department

in "telling her" how to do the work—you will note here that

I make a distinction betw^een "telling" and "teacning"—first

performed the multiplication and division by the mental-manual

process, and tiien allowed the girl to do the addition on the

machine. He then went away fully confident that she understood

the process. The girl imitated him exactly, though she knew

that the machine would multiply and divide, and knew how to use

it for that purpose. But she did exactly "as she was told."

I leave this incident with you to ponder over. It will throw

no li£:ht on the matter to call the young lady a "Dumb Dora,"

or scold the department head for his culpability in the matter.

Calling names will never solve a problem, this one or any other.





"Let us inquire, what is the aim and object of the business

school of today? Is it to educate or to train, or to do a little

or both? There is, as you will readily understand, a difference

between the two words. To educate is to develop the mental fac-

ulties; to train is to form and develop habits.

"It seeras to me that the business schools attempt to both

educate and train their students, and as the old proverb has it,

"^between two stools they come to the ground." The Harvard Scnool

of Business Administration, a post-graduate school, does a good

job in education, wnich no business school, can hope to imitate

in a short course. They therefore compromise by giving a large

amount of information in lieu of education. The attempt is of

course, to make this information useful, but just because in-
ure ful \s

formation i_s/no proof txhat it -.vill ever be used, I doubt if more

than a very few of you ever had occasion to use such information

as you already possess, say, about astronomy. On the other nand,

I doubt if any astronomer would agree that such information as

I have on the subject would be of much service to nii. The

amount of business information is quite as voluminous as is the

present information about astronomy, though its importance may

be doubtful. To impart such information is futile unless it is

comprehended; also unless it can be used by the possessor.

"^Hiile vocational guidance is making undoubted progress,

we must nevertheless face the fact that, for the most parr, the

enormously important tas\ of mapping out his future is left to

the youth himself, and consequently tne school must reckon with

the fact that the student in most cases selects tne occupation

he desires to learn. The additional fact that he knows little
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or nothing about occupations in general, and office occupations

in particular, further complicates the situation. Typing is

apparently an attractive occupation to many, and the business

school has accordingly perfected its technic in training typists.

It has taught penmanship better in the past than it does today,

and its teaching of bookkeeping is notoriously inadequate. Pen-

manship, however, is not an occupation but a part of several

occupations, and the part a bookkeeper may play in business is

also most certain. The present day bookkeeper may be an entry

clerk, a posting clerk, or a machine operator, and he nay never

in his entire business career as a bookkeeper be called upon to

make a trial balance, much less a balance sheet,

"The difficulty here, I believe, is that the student expects

to be trained for a definite, clear-cut occupation, while the

school, realizing the scarcity of clear-cut occupations, endeavors

to give the student a smattering of many clerical occupations,

with the inevitable result that he becomes more or less muddled

and incapable of filling any of them satisfactorily."

Mr. Leffingwell gives a good picture of Business Colleges

and their function. He shows the need in all clerical work,

office appliances instruction being included, of having a thorough

training in a subject not a mere smattering of knowledge.

The function of the business school is entirely different

from that of secondary schools and Mr. James in the follov/ing

paragraph shows v/hat their work is.

(1) "Business Colleges are not educational institutions in

(1) From an address by Edmund J. James, "Schools of Finance
and Economy," before American Bankers* Association at Saratoga,
Sept. 1890.
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any broad sense of the term at all. They are trade schools

pure and simple, and that in a very narrov; sense. They train

for facilities. They do not touch the essence of successful

business management or tend to develop the hi^rher sides of

business activity; they bear little or no relation to those

broader views characteristic of the business manager, as dis-

tinct from the business clerxc, and are of course next to use-

less as a means of liberal eaucation. The iCnov/leds^e which they

impart, however valuable in itself, does not suffice to fit a

young man for the struggle of commercial life, for v/ise manage-

ment of a private estate or for efficient public service."

Mr. Lyon in Business Education states that probably a

great deal of technical training for business should be left to

Business Colleges and not be included to so great an extent in

secondary schools.
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COURSES OF STUIY FJIKINC IT: OFFICE I'JACHINES

AKTHTJR L. Wi^.UGH

Chapter XVI

111-, Wau£h introduces an interesting way of handling the

office practice (question and gives some discussion on all of the

headings'. eciuipment, course, pupils and teacher.

(1) "A course of study in office machines should comprise

a content that will train in the manipulation of the machine as

a machine, that will teach the application of additions, multi-

plication, suhtraction, and division to the myriad problems

arising in various types of business, and, finally, that will so

train the learner that he may leave the school and enter business

without any unique ad^iustment being required. Such a course of

study must presuppose ideal equipment and adequate materials of

instruction,

"What ideal equipment may be hoped for? What ?.re the

necessary materials of instruction?

"2. MATERIALS 0.^ DESTRUCTION. Is there a school in which

bookkeeping, stenography, typing, and other coramercial subjects

are not taught as a unit by themselves? 7/here the students

study bookkeeping in one department, typing in another, and if

taught at all, office appliances in another? To the student,

the various phrases of commercial training are disassociated,

and as different as French and Spanish.

"This report attempts to suggest a method of teaching com-

mercial subjects as a correlated whole, bringing together in a

(1) Courses of Study L'aking in Office Machines by Arthur L.

Waugh "Eastern Commercial Teachers » Association Yearbook, 1929,
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unified group the interrelated branches of coounercial instruc-

tion. It is assumed that shorthand, typing, bookkeepintS, and

office machines have been studied in the custoraary course of

study through the first three years in high school. The last

year of the course is planned to serve -is a climax in which the

various threads of instruction are gathered together and woven

into a unit. In the office practice class, the student is to

realize for the first time how the various activities of com-

mercial life dovetail. He interprets what he has learned in

the other years of schooling and realizes his place and the place

of his job in the commercial world,

"For success, this plan depends upon a teacher who has had

commercial experience enabling him to plan, organize, and ad-

minister the work. Unless the teacher can lay out, plan for each

member of the organization, and see the work through, the plan

is doomed to failure. There is a great deal of expensive equip-

ment to be carect for, a vast quantity of correspondence and other

material to be assembled and allotted— therefore efficient and

capable administration is vital.

"Emphasis should be placed on teaching office machines.

Thomas A. Edison recently expressed the opinion that the tre-

mendous demand of business men for improved office appliances

would inevitably result in a growth of invention of these de-

vices paralleling that in the industrial world. The operation

of highly technical machines requires intelligence, skill, and

training. This mechanizing of rusiness is one of the phases of

education that ec.ucators have evaded, partly because of the cost

of the equipment. 'A machine age is a highly intelligent age.





Machinery increases general intelligence. As our intelligence

rises, we need still more machines.*' Present stagnation in

this educational field is partly due to lack of development,

lack of training of operators, and low standards held by those

schools where operators are trained.

"V/hat macnines and appliances should be used in the train-

ing of an office worker is a much debated question. The demand

of business for adequate training is not a moot point— the sing-

ular success of privately operated scnools in this field testi-

fies to that. The course of study suggested here requires an

office situation in wnich the students are office workers, tne

curricula is the routine of the business, the teacher is the

office manager, ana the whole as nearly a replica of the office

as artifice can make it.

"Equipment is provided for twenty-five stuaents. Assuming

the general six-period day, each period of 45 minutes, 150 stu-

dents may be trained. Each student is required to keep and

care for his own records and is Individually responsible for his

work.

"Management is vested in the office manager (teacher), who

will plan the T;?ork, make assignments, and check production.

Each student is to feel that he is "working," that his job is

real, and that it must be performed efficiently in order that

the whole office may function.

"The secretary will be, preferably, an advanced student who

is specializing in commercial procedure and who is able to spend

more than one period in the office. He or she will handle assi^^n-

ments, check, follow up, and inspect work, keep records, and super-

vise the different groups. This student will have charge of





discipline and the coordination of groups, of supplies, and of

the regulation of ventilation.

"Files are provided for keeping all firm records. I.laterials

used by more than one student, but a part of the curricula, must

be kept in desks or files. Files are checked by group leaders.

"The office v/ill be divided into small groups of approx-

imately five each, one member of each group being designated

"supervisor." The following groups liiay be made the basis for

division.

Group 1: Group 3:

Cashier Two general typists
Deneral ledger Two order clerks
Three bookkeepers Stock clerk

Group 2: Group 4:
Three billers

Collections
Typist Group 5:
Stenographer Checking clerk
Mail clerk Stenographer
Switchboard Three calculators

**??ithin each group the supervisor is to be absolute leader.

As a representative of the office manager, her authority must be

respected and her instructions implicitly obeyed. The problem

of training group leaders must be handled out of "office hours."

Group supervisors must be m=jde to feel that they are selected

because of ability to lead, and that they are being given an

opportunity to develop leadership, executive ability, ability to

plan and administer work, and experience in the control of the

other workers. Their selection by the office manager is dis-

tinctly a test of her own ability to administer. The supervisor

will know precisely what each group will work on through each

session, will initiate work, check the course of routine problems.
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assign additional work: to the idle worker, check accuracy and

neatness, and see that her group leaves the equipment and ma-

terial in such condition that the succeeding unit irmy imme-

diately carry on. The administration jf this plan involves

a host of problems, such as planning the work so that each

group may pick up and carry on from where the preceding group

left off, care of equipment and materials, organization of

routine, alteration of individuals within groups, and transfer

from group to group on a promotional basis so that each may

have an entirety of experience, checking accuracy and produc-

tion, provision for individual variation—ability, prior ex-

perience, prior training, individual efficiency, individual

instruction, and personal supervision, A plan of individual

responsibility i^iust be worked out ana closely checked— i.e.,

the location of an inquiry concerning mailed but not received

data must be checked from office boy to manager, secretary,

stenographer, and back. The secretary should know where each

item is.

"Fow shall we teach the calculating and adding machine?

It is assumed that the student has learned to operate calcula-

tor, biller, bookkeeping machine, and typewriter in the first

three years of his cource in conjunction with the related sub-

jects. Typing and stenography are taught together; bookkeeping

should be with and by moans of the bookkeeping and billing ma-

chine; commercial arithmetic and bookkeeping may be taught with

a calculator; typing ana the billing machine should be taught

together. If this program is consistently followed, the stuaent

will arrive at his fourth year of work with a aefinite knowleuge
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of how to operate the noohines, though unavrare of their place

In commercial life.

"Trade analyses indicate 7/hat type of business v'ould be

best taught or used as a means of instruction in the office.

The routine p;ork of that business should be brought in practi-

cally jn its entirety— it has been found that the books, papers,

and miscellaneous material of bankrupt firms may be readily ob-

tained and used. An idealist mi£:ht hope that an altruistic

business man wjuld seek to have the business of a branch of his

organization conducted in the office by means of the students.

More readily available, however, is the general organization,

cafeteria, school supplies, or school newspaper. Unfortunately,

these extracurricular functions are variable, and may lead to a

crass assumption that the office room is a general servant for

all teachers and supervisors.

"Tiie materials of instructions, whether real or fictitious,

must be these documents (bills, invoices, statements, cnecks and

other neF:otiable papers, orders, contracts, express and freight

papers, legal documents, and the like) that constitute the nor-

mal course of business. They must proceed through the office in

a definite routine. There will be the customary letter and tele-

phone inquiries, complaints, orders and countermanded orders, bids

and contracts.

"OFFICE PLATT. Arrangement of aesks, files, office appliances,

coat racks, and chairs cannot be predetermined because of the

differences in size, shape, ana pnysical arrangement of available
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rooms. Then, too, the location of doors, windov^s, radiators,

and ceiling supports will affect the arrangement. The direction

and source of lignt, placement of lighting fixtures, of current

outlets for power-driven machines, and the like must he taken

into consideration. The most important element is the avail-

ability of sufficient working apparatus and the most modern com-

mercial appliances,

"SUCXJyiSTED LQUIPmTT. The following is a summary of the

equipment required to furnish the office according to the plan

described in the last saragraph:

21 desks
1 manager
5 stenographers
7 typists
7 flat-top desks
3 calculator desks

24 chairs for use at desks
5 chairs for use at bookkeeping machines
5 chairs for use at billing machines

11 typewriters
3 calculators
3 billing machines
3 multiple-register bookkeeping machines
2 adding machines (listing)

Provision should be made for approximately nine files of

the four-drawer letter-size type, although it is desirable that

at least two stacks be of legal size. Two coat cabinets of steel,

open construction, are desirable. One telephone switchboard, with

telephone extensions to desks, is required.

No attenpt is made here to enumerate costs of equipment,

although a list, based on current market prices, has been com-

piled and may be obtained. It may be well to mention that the

office machines should be the makes coraiaonly found in offices,

though some schools attempt to offer instruction on several, such





as Dalton, Sundstrand, Comptometer, Burroughs, Victor, Munroe,

Elliott-Fisher, Underwood, etc.





CHAPTER XVII

WHAT SIIALL BE IITGLUIED IN THE CURRICULUT^T

Miss ?/iseman of Girls' High School, Boston, delved into

the subject of curriculum of high schools in her Faster*

s

Thesis which is filed at Harvard.

Proa her Thesis I have selectee a few paragfraphs which

had a bearing upon office machine training. Miss Wiseman,

as well as Vjt, Leffingwell in his discussion of business

schools, emphasizes the necessity of thoroughness. It is not

enough apparently to introduce a pupil to an office machine,

but if he is going to get any real training, he must be thor-

oughly grounded in the subject.

(1) "In industrial life and to a large extent in pro-

fessional life, one is trained rather definitely with fixed

limits, for a distinct type of work. Though this specific

degree of definiteness is essential, activities of prepara-

tion is not always possible in all classes of office assist-

ants, because of individual methods of procedure in some

business houses. ?Tot a smattering of many commercial skill?,

considered "essential by tradition," but a certain degree

of efficiency/ in some one type of work, with essential voca-

tional and social understandings, is the necessary passport

into the business world. Once within the fold, one has a

broad field from which to cnoose for higher endeavor. It

is for this essential degree of efficiency in some one

type of work, chosen by the student according to his apti-

tude, mental capacity, and v/illingness to work, that

(1) Master's Thesis by Y., B. Wiseman of Girls' High

School, Boston, Mass,
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the secondary school should offer opportunities in training."

Miss v/iseman gives the following extract from an inter-

view with a business :aanager on the subject of "V/hat Business

Men Say Shoula be Included in the Curriculum."

"I would like a clerk who has the qualities we associate

with refinement, appropriateness in dress and personal appear-

ance, a well-modulated voice, and a certain graciousness of

manner, even if she makes an occasional error. These faults we

can help her correct. The girl who lacks the other qualities we

cannot help. This business is a city in itself. Our represen-

tatives who come in contact with the public must be able to rep-

resent our company. It is unfair to look for determination to

succeed or for sustained effort when students are not well

grounded in a specific line of business. Smatterings in any line

of office work only tend to lessen the confidence in zli^iv abil-

ity to succeed, because their interest is not centered on one

p.iase of business and they do not possess a good foundation in

one particular line. I recommend t]frout.'h training: in syllabica-

tion for stenographers, more stress on the writing of a concise

business letter; the answering of the telephone in a business-

like way. The evidences of failure are irresponsibility, lack

of initiative, impatience of details, lack of confidence in self,

and disregara of the interest of the firm for which they work."

Miss V/iseman has drawn some conclusions from her study and

interviews of business men with regard to Office Practice in

secondary schools.
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She says that there should be an office practice room

with machines sufficient to aevelop:

1. The essential versality required of stenographers

in Boston.

2. The expert skills for those wno seek the highest

ability in one or more activities."

The plan she has drawn for an office practice room is

given on the following page.
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AN EXPKRIIvIEWTAL COURSE IN OFFICE PRACTICE
Chapter XVIII

(1) Mr. Newton of East Boston High School, Boston, has had

considerable experience in surveying the business field in and

around Boston to determine what high schools should do in train-

ing for office work.

"The course of office practice is a two-year course for

those who elect it as a major and a one-year course for pupils

majoring in bookkeeping, shorthand, or salesmanship. In the

junior year, pupils taking commercial work must choose one of

four specialized courses: Accounting, Secretarial, Merchan-

dising, or Office Practice. English, economics, typewriting,

and physical training are required subjects in the Office Prac-

tice course. The classes in office practice and typev/riting

both meet five times a week, office practice with its daily

home assignments carrying full credit ana typewriting half cre-

dit. The character of the first year's work in office practice

is generally clerical. It also provides for tryouts for the

senior year. Glasses are limited to twenty pupils in a class.

Only commercial course pupils who do not elect shorthand and

who intend to use tho train-" ng vocationally v/hen they leave

school are allowed to elect this course in their junior year.

In the senior year the office practice is of two kinds. Those

who started it in the junior year continue. Those who have

failed in the stenographic or bookkeeping courses may cross over

if it seems advisable, and pupils who continue the shorthand or

(1) Treining for Office Trades by Lewis A. Newton, The
Balance Sheet, December lt/27. Published by South-V.estern Co.
p. 5-6.
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bookkeeping or salesraanship course may elect an abbreviated

course from the office practice course--soniethin£5 like the

one that is familiarly known in most schools under the name

of Office Appliances. The aim of this abbreviated type of

course is to provide pupils with technical skill and informa-

tion related to their vocational objective. For example, the

accounting course pupil can be more sure of securing an ini-

tial position in this class of office work if he has had some

practice in using bookkeeping ana calculating machines, and

understands certain clerical routines and duties common to re-

cording types of work. The stenographic pupil receives train-

ing in filing, duplicating, transcribing, and junior corres-

pondence work. The merchandising course pupil makes a type

study of one or more kinds of office appliances with the pur-

pose of learning for what kinds of office service the machine

is best adapted. Related information emphasizes the way the

machine is marketed and the steps by which one might become

connected with the selling organization.

"The course in office practice may also be elected by any

9th or 10th grade pupils who can satisfy the Head Master that

it will be necessary for them to leave school during or at the

end of the current school year. Such pupils are permitted to

enter the class at any time during the year providing they

can be accomi'iodated.

"I have covered briefly the selection of pupils and the

general character of the course, jilast Boston High School hopes

to provide initial positions for those who cor-plete the coarse

successfully. 'Ve are sending out a questionnaire to a selected

list of users of machines that require a long period of training
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so that we ought to be able to place more special operators

and general clerks than we train. The questionnaire asks the

employer to give the number of machines in use and the number

of special operators assigned to this kind of v/ork, as v/ell as

a part of their regular duties.

"We intend to follow up the pupils on the job for a period

of five years so that in from three to seven years we shall be

able to speak more effectively concerning the coDiparative value

of this course with bookkeeping and stenographic courses,

"We plan to teach ten or more different urits of v;ork at

the same time. All home and class-room assignments tire in week-

ly units—something like the V/innetka or Dalton plan, lluch of

the work is covered by series of productive job-instruction

sheets. The instruction material emphasizes, in addition to the

operation of the machine, the particular service rendered, some

information relating to the business concerns that use the ma-

chine, and the related duties of the operator. For example, the

operation of the gelatin duplicating machine is simple, but since

about twenty large Boston concerns use it in order or billing de-

partments, it affords a practical way of teaching order and bill-

ing routines. About twenty-five concerns send out circulars

daily or weekly to salesmen so that these job sheets are of par-

ticular interest to salesmanship pupils. In fact, besides fur-

nishing practice for appliea figure work, typewriting, penEianship,

mechanical and freehand drawing, lettering and making out tem-

porary office forms, the hectograph illistrates very aptly certain

duties that correlate with the work of each of the principal kinds

of office clerks. I use the hectograph as an illustration because

the equipment is inexpensive and its office uses are quite specific.
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The use of job instruction sheets is a very flexible way

of keeping instruction apt and is often the means of discover-

ing inprovement in the engendering of motor and mental habits.

For example, preparation of instruction sheets for using the

individual practice filing sets first brought to my attention

that many of the practice aims coula be accomplished with pencil

and paper instead of using the filing equipment.

"Proper equipment and a satisfactory room layout is some-

thing of a problem. Baltimore, I believe, uses battery equip-

ment, which is exchanged between schools every six months.

Providence uses battery equipment and gives every commercial

pupil a short course in each one of the machine-practice units.

Boston at one time considered having different schools offer

different training units much as they do in the industrial edu-

cation field ana have the pupils transfer to the school that

offers the kind of training desired. In general, our instruc-

tion and equipment plan is based on individual assignments,

although where possible class instruction is given, as in the

use of the slide rule and certain parts of training in filing.

In some cases the instruction is by small groups, as in teach-

ing principles unaerlying machine methods of calculation. Even

where the instruction is by class or small group, however, the

instruction material is of sucn a character that it could be

used for Individual instruction if aesired.

"The equipment for the course at the East Boston High

School consists of:

4 key-driven calculating machines

£ crank-uriven calculating machines
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1 typfcvrriter-keyboard type of bookkeeping machine

1 typev/riter-keyboard type of billing maohine

1 full-keyboard type of listing maciiine

1 ten-key type of listing machine

1 pet of slide rules

3 transcribing machines (one of which can be used for

dictating

)

3 multigraph typesetters and 1 printer

1 rotary type stencil duplicating machine and mimeoscope

1 offsetting gelatin duplicating machine

2 addressing machines

20 sets of individual practice filing equipment

2 wall displayers

private switchboard In school office

I have tried to give several reasons for introducing a

vocational type of office practice training and to tell you

about such a course In operation in the East Boston High School.

If I have been instrumental in converting anyone to the idea, I

want to Doint out several requirements which should be considered

before trying to launch such a course. First, there should be

a capable, energetic, and enthusiastic teacher in charge; second,

there should be a reasonable and carefully-selected amount of

equipment; thira, the school administration should be such as

will permit small classes; fourth, active cooperation with em-

ployers should be startea contemporaneously with the course.

In conclusion, let me suramc^rize my solution of the problem

of TRAINING FOR 0FFIC3 TRADES IN TliE HIGH SCHOOL. Nearly evsry

office has a bookkeeper and a stenographer or dictating machine
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operator. Every office does not, of course, have such special

clerks as file clerk, calculating-machine operator, bookkeeping-

machine operator and multigraph operator; but in offices where

there is a well-established class-of-work specialization, these

jobs are usually present. In other offices these duties are

complimentary to the work of a general clerk, a stenographer, or

a recording clerk. Most high schools should provide three major

fundamental clerical training courses; stenographic, bookkeeping,

and office practice; small high schools should offer training

for general clerical work; and city high schools should begin

to develop courses for certain of the specialized office trades

—

taking care that the supply of such specially-trained operators

will not exceed the opportunities for placement,"

Since this article was written by U.r, Newton In 1987, it 10

quite possible that the equipment at the East Boston High School

has been increased.

Mr. Newton's idea seems to run toward an office trade secon-

dary school. Would it be wise to have one of the large Boston

High Schools devoted especially to office instruction? And if so

should some instruction in office machines be given in the other

secondary schools of Boston or should they all give extensive

work in office machines? This is the question that secondary

schools are having to decide everywhere and as yet it is too

early to say just what the outcome will be. The cost of equip-

ment, the placement of the operators, and many other things have

to be considered in connection with this idea. A vocational head

said recently that calculators in business were getting to be as

common as typewriters. If that is so, why should we think any
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more about putting in a battery of calculators, than of put-

ting in a battery of typewriters?

The curriculiini is already crowded, if office machines are

added, it means that there must be specialization. By no neans

should the training of pupils in the ninth, tenth, and eleventh

grades be v/holly technical. The cultural subjects must have a

place

.

The following article is the result of surveys of commercial

work in high schools in different cities and states and shows

what is being done outside of Boston. From these surveys it

would look as though there was a general trend all over the United

States to examine the commercial curriculum more carefully and to

have the school training and business needs coincide.

(1) "SOKE GEl^LRAL BUSINESS TRAINING Iii£LPFUL TO EVERYOlNiE?

REGARDLESS OF HIS OGCUPATIOlsi—There is a kind of comiaercial edu-

cation that concerns all social institutions, since there is

clearly a business side of the home, church, state, organized

recreation, and school, as well as of business itself.

•»SHORTHAl^'i), TYPEWRITING, AND BOOKKEEPING CONSTITUTE ONLY A

FRACTION OF COIvUviiiRCIAL WORK—A survey of commercial departments

of high schools in 15 communities together with a job analysis

of commercial and clerical occupations in I.iinneisota was based on

(1) a special census of the commercial and clerical employees

found in 14 communities, (2) an analysis of the duties of over

one-fourth of the commercial and clerical workers found in 13 of

these communities, (3) a follow-up of 695 high-school commercial

(1) Research Bulletin of the National Education Association,
September 1929, p. 224-2S5.
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graduates from 15 public high schools located in representative

towns and cities of Llinnesota, and (4) on a special inquiry in-

to the general or nonvocat ional uses of commercial education.

This study showed that, while such subjects as typewriting,

shorthand, and bookkeeping occupy the foreground in the commer-

cial curriculum, they serve the needs of only a minority of the

pupils. Courses for general business and retail merchandising

workers are among those needed.

"A study made in Cleveland of the character of the jobs

which pupils leaving high schools (during each semester from 73

to 12A, including graduates over a period of five years) get

during the first five years they are out , led to these conclu-

sions relative to conditions in Cleveland:

"1. There is no longer any reason to train students to do

both stenography and bookkeeping.

E. The vast bulk of commercial workers are recording and

nonrecording clerks, more than one-third of all being grouped

into ten classes of clerical workers who do some specialized

kind of record keeping other than bookkeeping or typing.

3. More pupils get minor executive positions during the

first five years out than secure bookkeeping positions.

4. The minor executive and bookkeeping positions are, how-

ever, not attained until toward the end of the five-year period,

and then only by the older and better-trained persons.

5. The youngest group is the group of non-recording clerks,

and next, the group of recording clerks.

6. This would indicate that we must provide training for

the clerks below the grade of bookkeepers and typists, who are

almost half of all the workers.
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Each local community should consider the advisibillty of

making a survey to see what commercial workers do and also who

can be trained to do the work.

"T^AT SHOULD BE AGC0I.1PLISMED THROUGH A 8U1RVLY OF LOCAL

C OIvD.ir,R C IAL 00 CLTAT1 NS ?—
These are the results suggested by one writer:

1. Education and business should be brought into closer

relationship to their mutual advantage.

2. Commercial teachers should be kept abreast of the times

in business matters having a bearing on their teaching.

3. Business men should be enlisted for permanent services

to the cause of business education.

4. The actual needs of local business men for trained com-

mercial workers should be discovered.

5. The particular jobs for which school training should be

given should be listed.

6. The promotional opportunities inherent in these jobs

should be revealed.

7. The part that commercial education can play in helping

boys and girls to take advantage of these promotional opportu-

nities should be made clear.

8. The actual requirements of contact or stepping-stone

jobs should be listed in terms of occupational skills, vocation-

al intelligence, general business-knowledge, and social under-

standing.

9. Shortcomings of training already given should be revealed

by a study of the occupational histories of those who had sucn

training before entering upon employment.
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10. The way should be paved for the establisiiment or ira-

provement of plans for dealing with the placement problem,

11. The basis for an adequate program of "pusher" or "ex-

tension" business training should be laid.

"Many secondary school commerce deaprtments are making

similar surveys of their own local situations to discover not

only what commerce courses have to offer, but also vvhat office

equipment is essential. To illustrate, a survey made in Point

Pleasant, V/est Virginia, showed that a v/ell-equipped commercial

department should have typewriters, adding machines, cash re-

gisters, bookkeeping machines, and check writers, since these

are used in almost every business or office."





TWO PLANS FOB AN OFFICE PRACTICE ROOM
by

PROFESSOR NICHOLS
Chapter XIX

Mr. Nichols in his book, "A New Conception of Office

Practice," gives a sugt^estive arrangement for a clerical train-

ing department li:^e the form on page "."9 He also gives two plans.

Plan 1

Set apart a large room for Clerical Training. Arrange the

space as is indicated on tne inclosed form. Note the office

space for the teacher. Also note the conference space. These

two snould be separated from the remainder of the room by semi-

glass partitions. The other spaces may be separated by the usual

office raillnr^. Any rearrangement of space may be made to suit

the preference of those concerned. The stenographic department

is placed next to the teacher *s office so that she may use this

department for her stenographic service. All of the teacher's

clerical work should be done by pupils who have finished the pre-

paratory units required for various pieces of work.

"It is not easy to state accurately just how much space will

be required for each ur.it. However, a careful calculation has

been maue and as a result of it the approximate space needed is

indicated.

"It is assumed that about 35 pupils can be handed at one

time. Thus in a school having six periods a day, 216 pupils

could be accommodated with tnis general lay-out. Each pupil

should give the initial training to nis successor in eacn unit

* A New Conception of Office Practice" Mr. Nichols of
Karvara College p. 36-37-58.
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before passing on to the next unit. Thus it will be seen that

at least 12, and possibly 24, additional pupils can be taken

oare of without more space or equipment. Requiring pupils to

teach their successors is urged for these reasons: (a) The

teacher's time is econoiiiized; (b) The pupil gets a start toward

supervisory or training work and thus is helped to secure earlier

promotion; (c) 3y attempting to teach others the pupil checks

his ov/n uccor.plishment , and (d) larger numbers of pupils can

be handled with available equipment and space.

Plan number 2

"If a large room or several small rooms are not available,

an ordinary classroom may be used. In this case the class

plan of instruction will need to be followed. For example,

when instruction is given on the calculating machine, 30 pupils

will be instructed at the same time. For this purpose 30 cal-

culating machines must be available. They need not all be of

the same make. Some pupils will work on the Comptometer, others

on the Monroe, and still others on the Burroughs. All will do

the same calculating job, but on different machines. When all

have mastered the machine first used, machines will be exchanged

until all have learned to operate each of the important Diakes.

"This plan is preferred by some teachers on the theory that

the job to be done and not the particular make of machine should

be the basis of instruction. However, with either plan the job

may be made the basis of instruction.

"To make this plan effective a larger amount of equipment

will be needed. Also a type of desk, table, or chair which

can be used for a variety of office v/ork must be provided.





This is the greatest difficulty with this plan. It is not

easy to find a desk or table that will be equally satisfactory

for filing machine operating, billing machine operating, and

other widely different units of instruction.

The following quotation from Lyon* s"Educat ion for Busi-

ness" gives a conclusion based on the report of the National

Council of Education and other quite exhaustive research work.

"The third question which presses for solution in the

secondary commercial course is what to do v;ith the technical

work. V/e are as yet largely uninformed as to the best methods,

the proper amount of time, the proper periods for study and

practice, in learning such subjects as stenography, typewriting

and machine operation. So long, then, as we think of the

technical course in terms of existing work, such as typewriting

and stenography, studies of the technique are the chief need.

But there is also need for studies to determine what technical

courses should be given. It has been made fairly certain that

stenography and type"57riting have little sanction save from tra-

dition. V/hat should take their place or be given in addition

in the high school? There is no v/holly satisfactory answer,

because such answers as we have are practically without excep-

tion merely statements of jobs which exist in business. It is

hardly necessary to say again that the immediate vocational

training for such jobs can better be given by a general high-

school course. It is therefore an open question as to whether

any technical courses in the narrow sense should untimately be

given in the general high-school course. The weight of evi-

dence is in favor of the negative.
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We can come to a satisfactory conclusion on this matter

only by making a survey of business, not only to discover

what jobs exist but to discover what ones of these jobs are

not susceptible to economical training after employment. For

specialized work it is as appropriate that a business furnish

its own training as that it furnish its own light, space,

eq^uipment, or labor." (1)

If according to Mr. Lyon there is to be little or no

technical training in secondary schools, are we going to keep

the great mass of pupils who are nov/ taking commercial courses,

in school? From the most reliable data available, it appears

that about 500,000 young people are at present pursuing secon-

dary commercial studies in the United States—more than one-

fourth of all pupils attending secondary schools. Assuredly

these young people going into business are entitled to an edu-

cation which will help them perform some special task in the

business world.

After all we are an industrial nation and what more proper

than that our school training should be industrial. For a

great many generations mental discipline was thought to be an

important outcome of education. By mental discipline is meant

the training of the mind, the cultivation of the various mental

powers. By way of illustration, it was thought that the train-

ing of the memory in the study of Latin strengthened the memory

as a whole so that the individual was better able to memorize

material in general. Also it was thought that the discipline

(1) Lyon's ''Education for Business"
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of the reason in connection v;ith the study of mathematics de-

veloped the reason so that later the student was better able

to solve the different problems that he met in the field of

government, economics, and so on. In the same way the obser-

vation, the imagination and other "faculties" were thought

to be developed as a result of general education.

The significance of this belief for the content of high-

school education is obvious. Briefly, it means that it matters

but little what subjects a high-school student pursues provid-

ed they are of such a character as to exercise the various

powers of the mind. That this is not a mere idle doctrine is

evidenced by the fact that the famous Committee of Ten, appoin-

ted by the ITational Educational Association in 169E to study

the programs of secondary schools in the United States, inclu-

ded in its report the following: "For the purposes of general

education, one study is as good as another .... The choice of

subjects in secondary schools is a matter of comparative in-

difference." In this way the study of the so-called "imprac-

tical" subjects such as foreign languages and mathematics, was

justified

.

Professor Davis of Boston University is inclined to be-

lieve that there is just as much cultural and social value in

technical subjects as in the courses that Mr. lyon advocates

as the ones to take the place of typewriting, stenography, and

machine operation.

At least, we are i:eeping boys and girls who finally must

work: in school more years and fitting them to find a place to

work at good wages when they are through. L'oreover, no high





school gives Just commercisl subjects, and the other studies

which are a required part of the curriculum will tend to

broaden and strengthen the commercial knowledge.
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CHAPTER XX

CONCLUSIONS BAS^D ON EKTRAC^S

OF PROIvIIIITaiT EDUCATORS

From the eduoators whose plans for office machines have

.just been given the following conclusions seems to be in the

main the general expression of thera all. So far training in

the use of machines has been more of an experiment than any-

thing else, but as business expands, and more and more opera-

tors are demanded, gradually there will have to be an adjust-

ment of the course to fill the need for trained opeiators. At

present also there is no fixed standard by which an employer

is going to measure-up the pupil he is employing but by degrees

that will not be so, and the operator will have to be efficient,

ready to go to work the minute she enters the office without

further instruction except on specialized work, men that time

comes there will be a segregation of office machines into differ-

ent units, ^here will be one roo.n ec^uipped with only Burroughs

Calculators, another room of Comptometers, and possibly another

room of bookkeeping machines but because of the cost of these

machines only one of a similar kind should be installed. Also

these last machines do not require so long a training- period and

therefore would not prove as practical a part of the course as

the calculators. V/hat is true of bookkeeping machines is also

true of dictating and duplicating machines.

Calculating machines have, in school and in business, the

same relation to mathematics that a typewriter has to corres-

pondence. Think what would happen to business today if type-





writers were reuioved . If caloulatinf; machines were taken

away, "booiclceeping would "be ,1ust ss crippled as oorrespond-

ence would be witliout typewriters. Typewriting^ made short-

hand popular. Calculating' machines will make "bookkeeping

popular "by taking the drudgery out of it. Alore arithmetic

can be taught a pu_.il in a much more interesting manner with

a calculating machine than with a pencil.

In order to be successfally taught in the schoolroom,

there must be enough calculating machines to equip a class

completely for a full period, in the same manner as classes

have to be ey_uipped with typewi'iters

.

For twenty years or more the aims of commercial education

and the methods of realizing these aims have been widely dis-

cussed, with the result that there is a growing tendency to

make commercial training definite and for a specific end. In

other words, what the business world now needs most is young

people who can do one thing, or relatively few things, with

dispatch and accuracy, rather than those who can do a wide va-

riety of things indifferently. But with this skill there

should be a background of wider knowledge and experience.

(1) Mr. Nichols in his pamphlet based on findings of the

Special Committee on Commercial "Education makes the following

statements:

"Cffice machine operating req.uires brains and training,

public opinion to the contrary notwithstanding. To be a good

(i) Ada^^ted from a pamphlet by P. G. A^ichols, based on
findings of the Special Committee on Commercial T:ducation, 1920.
Later published as part of Survey of Junior Commercial Occupa-
tions in Sixteen States.
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calculating machine operator one should be fairly well trained

in the accurate manipulation of fibres. So far v/e have "been

quite content to "demonstrate the machine," rather than to

teach boys and girls to operate it."

Machine operation is a senior cooupation, calling for

mature, well- trained operators with .judgment and skill. The

position carries with it responsibility, calls for intelli-

gence, and the pupil should have all-around preliminary train-

ing before taking up this work. It is not advisable to give

the course to young and immature pupils, since they have not

sufficient foundation on which to work, and would not be able

to secure eaployraent after completing the course.

Only pupils with a decided sense of figures should be

taught to use a calculating machine. It is true that a pupil

of inferior dexterity could learn the routine work of addition

and possibly simple multiplication, simple subtraction, end

simple division, but few firms use the calculator for simple

rudiments. They would use a regular adding and listing machine

for this work which a girl or boy could learn to operate well

in high school in a few days. Business requires the manipula-

tion of the four processes to reckon discount, interest, frac-

tional amounts, lumbering operations, and payrolls. Of course

it is not possible to teach all the special work done in the

different industries, but the pupil should be taught so that he

would be able to think those processes through for himself and

arrive at an accurate and rapid method of making the solution.

Some girls from one of the high schools were given the

following problems to solve by a large firm when they applied





for £ position;

6 7/8 4 13.165 less 5hio

1S6.74 13/15 X 18 9/16

The girls were unable to do these problems accurately

and rapidly on the machine. Their training had included just

the simple problems of addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division and when it came to applying that knovirledge to a

specific problem they v/ere at sea. Another girl v/ho had a

more thorough training told me that she received the approba-

tion, and incidentally a raise in salary, because she v/as able

to show her employer a simple method of reducing denominate

numbers without taking the figures out of the machine.

I believe that an office practice course should begin in

the Senior year of a four-year course. A period of 40 minutes

every day for the entire school year, 8s a class period end at

least 50 additional practice periods taken after a year of busi

ness arithmetic and in connection v/ith the bookkeeping course

is, in my opinion, an ideal way to handle the instruction in

calculation.

The oookkeeping and billing niachines should be taught in

connection with the Junior and Senior uookkeeping classes, not

at the same time but in a separate period devoted to machine

instruction. It would not be necessary to have a full period

every day for the Senior year on these machines but possibly

two or three 40-minute periods a week.

The dictating and duplicating machines properly belong

in connection v/ith the shorthand end typewriting section and

could be taught as a side product of those subjects, I'wo or





three periods a '"eeli in connection with the type7/ritii?g work

would give sufficient time for instruction on those nachiner?.

The regular office .'or--<: in tiiia line for the Rchool could all

be done by Senior :n on these machinea

.

Teachers who are specialists shouia i-e e.7iployed, ".'herever

possible. Too often the teacher has received her trainin?- in

other subjects and onl-'' takes up office machine operatioi] as

a need arises. She half learns to op«re.te the machines and

then starts teaching. Of course she has a broad background

to draw fro^j even in connection with this subject, but ii she

could ha^s a course in theory, ani then go into the different

business firr.s ssllin^ office r.iachines and have time to thor-

ou^'hly master each one, she v/ill be of a great deal more value

in the office practice room. Ilowevei^, few teachers ?;ave the

time from their work to devote to such !a trainir:-'-. ^Iso, as

yet, the school board has not allowed credit nor leave of time

to carry out such a program.

This is a teacher- training problem that will have to be

met. I believe, that the tir.ie is cominr: v/hen teachers coming

into the service must be as well qualified in office 'aachine

\ior^ as in other lines.

'Ahat about the kind of instruction? Until there is a

S9i;are.tion of office machines into the groups, the instruction

Liust be more or less individual. The ideal way would be to

have all of a kinc. together and give class instruction v'ith a

definite amount of practice worK similar to the instruction

for typewriters. In aodiition to straij^ht operations, however,

pupils must be taught to thin^, to use their natural re-jisoning
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atility, and not to beconie mere automatons.

Finally of what value is an office practice course to

business and to the pupil. Before figures are set do\vn, be-

fore the booKKe^per enters the items, before the department

records are m^i-^e, before the customer sici;ns the check, aome-

one in every busine<^3 has to add, subtract, multiply, and

divide

.

The biggest figure Job in overy buc-jness is ^ust scratch

pad G'ilculations . Measured either in hours or dollars, it

bulks up bigger than any other kind of 7:ork done in the office.

It never sho""£ on the booV-s, except as totals end results, but

it has to be done and it costs money, iioat of the /.'ork i?

thrown av.'ay a.s soon Ji3 it is completed. It is done just to

get totals to be entersu or Ghe:?ked against totals.

With the calculator, there is no figuring on paper, no

hasty, inaccurate mental calculating, no lost Ciinutes and no

excess lotd on the payroll. In billing and ledger .'ork it

would be im.possible for department stores, utility companies,

and railroads to get all that vorK done and done on time even

with an ilundant hand labor. Hot only are the cj.chines rapid,

but they check errors, are neater, more easily understood, and

on forms that caii be readily filed for reference. P.ecording

and duplicating machines are inest in-]a'^] e in their value to

business. Think of the enormous amount of advertising and in-

struction '.vork th'-;t is going on all the time in avery large

corporation and you will realize at orce hov/ indes23er.sibl8 all

of these machines are. These facts make machine instruction in





hish schools of enormous value, both to the pupil ard to the

business man. a trained jjer^tor can do the "'ork of from

three to five expert clerks. The pressure of =3. lev Keys

sends the inachins strai?:ht to the ansv;er. This is hov; ma-

chinery saver: manpower, multiplies the capacity of individuals

and makes short wjrk of l-^na; processes.

"LIaCEIUjIRY IJ ]3U3IIiE33 has mude pen and ink methods c.s

obsolete as the automobile has made the horse sjid buggy."
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Machine Co., Detroit, Michigan.

26, Advertising Circulars Issued by the Underwood
Typev/riting Co., Mew York City.

27. Adve tising Circulars Issued by Dictaphone Sales
Company

.

29. Advertisements of the firms of Remington-Rand
Business Service Inc., and Elliott-Fisher Divi-
sion in Management, Sept. 1928.

29. Uses of Dictating Machines Adapted from an .irticle
by W. H. Leffingwell in System October 1928.

30. "Dictating [Machines Reduce Office Costs" an Address
By R. B. Evans, Dictaphone Corporation, Bridgeport,
Connecticut published in the National Office Manage
m.ent Association, 1929 Conference.

31. .in Address by Edmund J. James, "Sc'^ools of Finance
and Economy," before American Bankers' .Association
at Saratoga, September 1890.





Courses of Study Makinj^ in Office Machines by
iirthur L. '.Vau/rh Eastern Commercial Teachers'
Association Yearbook, 1929.

An Essay by E. B. "Viseman of ;iirls' I'igh School
Boston, iviass., Kiss "Viseman is in charge of the
Annex at that school. The" Thesis v/as written for
a Piaster's Degree at Harvard Golle,Te.

rraininf^ for Office traces by Lewis A. i'^ev/ton. The
Balance Sheet, December 1927. Published by South-
.7e stern Co.

Research Bulletin of the l^ational Education Asso-
ciation, September 1929.

Bulletin of Education prepared by Clyde B. Edge-
worth, Supervisor of Commercial Education,
Baltimore, Maryland.
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